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INTRODUCTION 

NOVIKOV’S conjecture on the homotopy invariance of higher signatures [28] can be 
formulated as follows: given a finitely presented group I and a compact oriented smooth 
manifold M, together with a continuous map +:M+BI, the generalized signatures 
(L(M)* $*(<), [Ml), where 5 runs over all classes in H*(BI, Q) and L(M) denotes the total 
Hirzebruch L-class of M, are homotopy invariants of the pair (M, $). In other words, if 
h: N+M is a hotiiotopy equivalence of oriented smooth manifolds, then (L(N)* h*($*(t)), 
[iV])=(L(M)*$*({), [Ml). The validity of this conjecture has been established, by a 
variety of techniques, for many groups I, most notably for closed discrete subgroups of 
finitely connected Lie groups. The latter result is due to Kasparov [24] and its proofs is 
based on bivariant K-theory. 

In this paper we present a new and more direct method for attacking the Novikov 
conjecture, which yields a proof of the conjecture for Gromov’s (word) hyperbolic groups 
[ 183. These groups form an extremely rich and interesting class of finitely presented groups, 
which differs significantly, both in size and in nature, from the groups for which Novikov’s 
conjecture was previously known. First of all, as pointed out by Gromov [18], they are 
“generic” among all finitely presented groups in the following sense: the ratio between the 
number of hyperbolic groups and all groups with a fixed number of generators and a fixed 
number of relations, each of length at most 1, tends to 1 when I+co [18,0.2(A)]. Secondly, 
when adding at random relations to a (non-elementary) hyperbolic group, one obtains 
again a hyperbolic group [18,5.5]. Thirdly, the cohomology of any finite polyhedron can be 
embedded into the cohomology of a hyperbolic group [18, 0.2(c)]. Also, many of the 
hyperbolic groups exhibit “exotic” properties, like Kazhdan’s property T [ 18, 5.61 or being 
non-linear (in a non-trivial way). 

Our approach is based on expressing the higher signatures in terms of the pairing 
between cyclic cohomology and K-theory (cf. [8]). The hyperbolicity assumption plays a 
twofold role: first, it ensures, via a deep result of Gromov [18; 8.3T-J, that every class 
< E Hk*’ (BT, C) can be represented by a bounded group cocycle, and secondly, it enables us 
to make use of a critical norm estimate (first proved by Haagerup [20] for free groups), 
recently extended by Jolissaint [23] and de la Harpe [21] to hyperbolic groups. 

The paper is organized as follows. Using the Alexander-Spanier realization of the 
cohomology of a smooth manifold, reviewed in $1, we define in $2 localized analytic indices 
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for an elliptic operator. Then, in $3 we prove a refinement of the Atiyah-Singer Index 
Theorem, giving a cohomological formula for these “higher” indices. In $5, we extend this 
theorem to covering spaces, which provides us with a powerful tool for attacking the 
Novikov conjecture. An alternate route to the Higher Index Theorem for covering spaces is 
sketched in a remark at the end of $5. As a by-product of the proof of the Localized Index 
Theorem, we were led to construct a cohomology theory of de Rham type for arbitrary 
C*-algebras (to be discussed in another paper). This is touched upon in $4, where we digress 
to explain the link between localized indices and entire cyclic cohomology [9]. Finally, $6 
contains the proof of the Novikov conjecture for hyperbolic groups. 

The main results of this paper have been announced in [ 121. We have reasons to believe 
that by using entire cyclic cohomology rather than standard (polynomial) cyclic cohomol- 
ogy, the scope of our method can be enlarged to encompass the groups which Gromov calls 
semihyperbolic [18, 0.2(E), Non-definition]. 

$1. ALEXANDERSPANIER COHOMOLOGY 

The Alexander-Spanier version of the cohomology of a smooth manifold will be an 
important ingredient in our construction of higher indices. For the convenience of the 
reader unfamiliar with it, we devote this preliminary section to a review of some aspects of it 
which are needed in the present paper. 

Let us start recalling the definition of Alexander-Spanier cohomology with real coeffi- 
cients, of a topological space A4 (for details, see [32; Chap. 63). With q 2 0, let Cq(M) be the 
vector space of all functions cp from M q+i to IX; a coboundary homomorphism 6: 
C‘$Vf) + Cq+ l(M) is defined by the formula 

q+l 
@p)(xO, . . . , xq+l) = i~o(-l)‘cp(xo,, . . , xi-l, xi+l,. . . ) x4+1), 

and C*(M) = {Cq(M), S} is a cochain complex over Iw. Its cohomology is trivial, except in 
dimension 0. The nontrivial cohomological information is concentrated in the subcomplex 
of “locally zero” cochains. An element cp E 0(M) is said to be locally zero if there is an open 

covering Q of M such that cp vanishes on the neighborhood 4P+’ = u Uq+ 1 of the qth 

diagonal of M. If cp is locally zero then, evidently, so is 6rp. One obtains thus a subcomplex 
C:(M) = (Ct(M), S} of C*(M). The corresponding quotient complex C*(M) = {C‘$V), S} 
is called the Alexander-Spanier complex of A4 with coefficients in Iw and its graded 
cohomology space A*(M) is called the Alexander-Spanier cohomology of M (with real 
coefficients). If (PEG(M), we shall denote by @ its image in Cq(M) and by [$J the 
corresponding cohomology class. 

From now on we shall assume that M is an m-dimensional, oriented, C” manifold 
(Hausdorff and with a countable basis of open sets). A more appropriate Alexander-Spanier 
complex for this situation is C*,(M) = C*,(M)/C*,,,(M) defined in the obvious way by 
means of C” cochains. At some point we shall also need the Borelian version, cJ(M) 
= Ct(M)/Cz,,(M), defined in terms of Bore1 cochains. We let g*,(M), resp. R;(M) denote 
the corresponding graded cohomology spaces. 

(1.1) LEMMA. The canonical homomorphismfiom l?:(M), resp. HI(M), to g*(M) is an 
isomorphism. 
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Proof. The standard proof of the fact that a*(M) is naturally isomorphic to the Tech 
cohomology H*(M) with coefficients in the constant sheaf R [32; Sec. 6.83, applies as well to 
27% (M), resp. flB* (M). 0 

In view of the above lemma, we shall suppress the subscript co (resp. /3) in the notation of 
the Alexander-Spanier cohomology. In fact, since we shall always be dealing with Cm 
manifolds, we shall also omit from now on the subscript co in the notation of the 
Alexander-Spanier complex. 

In order to define a homomorphism of complexes from C*(M) to the de Rham complex 
A*(M), we endow M with a Riemannian metric and choose an open covering g with the 
following properties: 

(4 
W 

I: 
(4 

g is locally finite; 
each BED is a geodesically convex ball, whose center and radius will be denoted xg 
and rB, respectively; 
the square of the Riemannian distance, d*(x, y), is a C” function of x and y on .94*; 
if B EB and x0 ES, the function sending YE T,,M, ((u(( < rs to d2(x0, exp._o) has 
positive definite Hessian on exp,’ (B); 
the sets B1,3 = {x E M; d(x,, x) < r-,/3} form a covering g1,3 of M. 

All the required properties, except perhaps (d), are standard. Concerning(d), there is in fact a 
local expansion for the square of the distance in a normal coordinate neighborhood (cf. 
[ 13, (2.2)]) which gives the strengthened version: 

6-f) 

d2(Xo, X) = IlU- U”((* -~ C Rij~l(Xg)UgUP(Ui- UP)(Uk- 0~) 
i,j.kr 

+ higher order terms, 

where x0 = exp,,u’, x = exp._(u). 
Let Cq denote the standard simplex {t = (to, . . . , t,)E [0, 11”’ ‘; to + . . . + t, = l} 

in lRq+‘. 

(1.2) LEMMA. Ijx = (x0, . . . , xq)~Cd814,f,’ and t = (to, . . . , tq)cXq, theJunction sending 

yc M to f tid2(xi, y) has a minimum which is attained in a unique point t tixits M. 
i=O i=l 

Moreover, this point depends difirentiably on (x, t)e93~f31 x X4. 

Proof Choose BE 49 such that x E B t/:’ Let pLB be the minimum value of the above . 

function on B. Note that 

/.$j 5 *to rid2(xi, x0) 2 ri/9. 

Hence, if the function takes a smaller value at some y E M, then 

min d(x’, y) I r,/3. 
Osibq 

Therefore, d(x,, y) 5 2rB/3, in particular ye B. This shows that the minimum exists and it is 
attained in B. Now in B, due to (d’), our function has only one critical point, which, by the 
implicit function theorem, depends differentiably on x and t. 0 

Given xoWI;l we now define a C” simplex s,[x] : Eq + M by setting 

sq Cxl 00 9 * . . ) tq) = ~ CiX’. 
i=O 
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Together with the covering &Y, it will be convenient to fix a collection of functions 
x = ~~~~~~ ,-, such that: 

(f) x~EP’(W+~), support xq c9P+’ and xq z 1 on a neighborhood of the qth 

diagonal in M‘i+ ’ ; 
(g) xqp, . . . , XT(Q)) = xq(xO, . . . , x4), VT E 9, + I = the permutation.group of order 

(q + l)!. 

Let now A*(M) = {Aq(M), d} be the de Rham complex of differential forms on M. Given 
o E Aq(M), we define p(o) E Cq(M) by 

p(w)(xO, . . . , x’) = x4(x0, . . . , x’) 
I 

0. 
s,[P,...,xq 

The vanishing of xq outside 9q+ ’ gives an obvious meaning to the right hand side for any 
(x0,. . . , Xq)EM q+ l It is also clear that the class . 

/5(o) = p(0) E O(M) 

is independent of the choice of W and 1 with the above properties. The map 
p:A*(M) + C*(M) thus defined is a homomorphism of complexes, ie. 

l+(o) = /5(&O). 

Indeed, from the definition of the simplex s,[x] it follows easily that its boundary ds,[x] can 
be expressed as follows: 

&,[xO, . . . , x’] = *$o(-l)‘sq_l[x”, . . . , xi-l, xi+i,. . . ,xq; 

thus, the claimed identity is a consequence of Stokes’ theorem for chains. 0 

(1.3) LEMMA. The induced homomorphism in cohomology p*: H&(M) + R*(M) is an 
isomorphism. 

Proof: The map p induces a homomorphism of presheaves from the de Rham presheaf 
A* to the Alexander-Spanier presheaf C*. Since W(A*) and Hq(C*) are locally zero (see 
[32; Chap. 63 for terminology) if q > 0, and HO(A*) z H’(C*) z BB, the induced homomor- 
phism p:: W(A*) + Hq(C*) is evidently a local isomorphism for all q 2 0. From the 
uniqueness theorem of the cohomology of presheaves [32, Thm. 6.8.91, one obtains, for each 
q 2 0, an isomorphism 

&: HQ(R*(M)) + W@*(M)), 

where the “roof’ signifies passage to the sheaf completion. But A* is already a sheaf, and 
thus A* z A*, whereas C* r C*. 0 

(1.4) LEMMA. The following subcomplexes of c* can be used to compute H*(M): 

(9 c:(M) = {c:(M), 6)s (%M) = C:(M)IC:(M) A CUM), 

where C:(M) = {PECK; cp(xtio), . . . , xtiq)) = sgn(t)cp(x’, . . . , x’), VTEY,,,}; 

(ii) C:(M) = {CW), a}, C:(M) = CW)IC:(M) n CW), 

wheteC~(M)={cp~Cq(M);rp(x0,...,x4)=O~xi=xi+1forsomeO~i~q-l}; 

(iii) C?(M) = (C‘Wf), 61, C!(M) = Cf(WC’f(M) n CW), 

where Cl(M) = (cp E C:(M); cp(x’, . . . , x4, x0) = (- l)qcp(xo, xi, . . . , xq)}. 
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Proof: They are obviously subcomplexes of C*(M) and the cohomology of the associ- 
ated presheaves is locally zero for q > 0. 0 

In order to find an explicit formula for a left inverse to p*, it will be helpful to bring into 
the discussion the universal complex of the Frechet algebra d = Cm(M). We recall its 
definition: Q”(.&) = ~9, ~P(zx!) = Ker(d 6 S# m”‘tipi’icntio”~ &), which is, in an obvious way, 

a bimodule over d, and nq(&) = P(d)& . . . &IQ’(~) (q times) for q 2 1; it is equipped 
d d 

with a continuous coboundary homomorphism J:Rq(d) + Rq+r(&), uniquely character- 
ized by the equations 

Jf= 1 @f--f@ 1, Vod, 

a(foQ-’ @ . . . ~af’)=afo~~af’~...~af’, vp,_f ,..., pEaI. 

There is a natural surjection v of Cq(M) z ~4 6 . . . &I .d (q + 1 times) onto fP(M), 
which sends an elementary tensor f” @J’ @ . . . @fq~ Cq(M) to f”8f’ @ . . . @ i?fq~ 

P(M). In particular, it sends 

9+i 
&J-“@P@. * * ~f’)=i~o(-l)‘fO~...~f’-‘~l~/‘~...~*..~f’ 

to 

a(j-“af’ @ . . . @I af’) = aj-” @ aj-’ gl . . . @ 8)‘. 

On the other hand, by the universality of (Q*(&), a}, there exists a canonical morphism of 
complexes ,~:a*(&) ---, A*(M) such that 

~c(~oa~l~ . . . g~ap)=foafl A . . . A af: 

Composing it with the morphism v: C*(M) + n*(a), we obtain a morphism of complexes 
1= pov:C*(M)+A*(M), which evidently vanishes on C,*(M). Thus, it induces a 
morphism l:C*(M) + A*(M), characterized by: 

1(f(f”~~r~ . . . gp)- =foafl A . . . A ap. 
For an arbitrary cochain @oC‘r(M) one has therefore: 

1(@)&‘, . . . , u’) 

= $ 1 sgn(r)& . . . &c&c, expxel u’(l), . . . , exp,~q~r(q))Icc = o. 

* TEY, 

(1.5) LEMMA. The morphism of complexes I::*(M) --) A*(M) is a left inverse of p: 
A*(M) + C*(M) and it induces a two sided inverse I* of p* in cohomology. 

Proof. According to the definitions of p and R, if oeAq(M) 

where 

a a co:(d,..., If)= -... - 
a&l I 8% s,[x,cxp.c,a”“, . . , exp,r,o”“] 

WI,, = 0. 

To compute the right hand side, we can work in a neighborhood BEI of x and assume, 
without loss of generality, that 

w)B =f (U)dtli, A . . . A duip, 
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in normal coordinates centered at x. Thus, if (ul(t, e), . . . , u,,,(t, E)) are the coordinates of 

u(t, E) = s,[x, exp+f(l), . . . , exp,.zqu’(q)] (t) = t,x + I2 t.expXeo UT(‘), 
4l=1 

one has: 

Recall now that u(t, E) is the unique solution of the system: 

a 
G [ 

t,d2(x, exp,u)+ t flld2(exp,&ou’(‘),exp,u) = 0, i = 1, . . . , m. 
a=1 1 

Using the same expansion for d2 as in (d’), but in normal coordinates centered at x, the 
system becomes: 

t,Ui + J, La 

[ 

(Ui - E,Ui(‘)) - f Ef jTl Rij,,(X)U~‘“‘U;‘“‘(U, - &,U$‘)) 

. . 1 
+ higher order terms = 0, i = 1, . . . , m. 

Differentiation with respect to eb at 0, gives 

therefore 

u,(t, E) = f t,(&,uf’b) + q&,2)). 
0=1 

Introducing this expression into the above formula of w:(ul, . . . , uq) one obtains: 

fg(d, . . . , u’) = I ~, + . . . +f ~ 1 f(x) WG~Wl * . . . A dt, 
Oszt I,..., :,51 

= $/(X,det(duiti(u”b’)) o,(u’(~), . . . , IF(‘)). 

Thus 

l(p(w)),(u’, . . . , uq) = $ C sgn(r)w:(u’, . . . , uq) 
* TCd, 

= irz sgn(r)a,(tW, . . . , u’(~)) = w,(d, . . , uq). 
. 

This proves the first part of the statement. The second part follows from 
Lemma (1.3). cl 

We conclude this section with a brief discussion of the Alexander-Spanier cohomology 
with compact supports. It can be defined as follows: C!(M) is, by definition, the subspace of 
C%(M) consisting of those rp E CL(M) whose restriction to the complement A4 - A of some 

relatively compact set A belongs to Ct(M - A). Evidently, Cz, ,(M) SC%, o(M) is contained 
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in C:(M) and one considers the quotient C:(M) = C:(M)/C:,,(M). The coboundary 
homomorphism 6 is well-defined on C:(M), giving a complex C:(M). Its cohomology 
A:(M) is the Alexander-Spanier cohomology with compact supports of M. This is of course, 
the smooth version, but again one can easily adapt the arguments in [32; Sec. 6.91 to show 
that A:(M) is naturally isomorphic to the singular cohomology with compact supports 

H:(M). 
It is obvious that 1 maps C:(M) to A:(M) = the de Rham complex with compact 

supports, and it is also clear that p maps A:(M) to c,*(M). Since xop = Id, it follows that 1 
is surjective and p is injective. The same is true about the induced homomorphisms 

I*:Ay(M) + Hdk,JM), resp. p*:H,k,,(M) -+ R:(M). 

In particular, if the cohomology with compact supports of M is finite dimensional, Z* and 
p* are seen to be isomorphisms. We leave to the diligent reader the task of proving this fact 
for an arbitrary C” manifold. We mention though the following consequence, which will be 
helpful in the next section. 

(1.6) REMARK. The cohomology R:(M) can be computed by means of the complex 

{&CW), a>, where 

and 

(2, AW = Cf.,(M) n ‘2’ Wq + ‘1 

&NW = Cp,, A’WIC1, ,,W) A CWW 

52. LOCALIZED ANALYTIC INDICE! 

As a refinement of the analytic index of an elliptic symbol, we shall construct for each 
even-dimensional Alexander-Spanier cohomology class (with compact support) on a C” 
manifold M a localized index map from the K-group K’(T* M, T*M - M) to C. When M is 
compact, K’(PM, PM - M) is the K-theory with compact support KF(T*M) and the 
ordinary index map corresponds to the unit class Cl] E R’(M). 

We shall need, and freely use, several basic facts of pseudo-differential calculus on 
manifolds, strictly included among those employed in [3, I]. Here is some related notation 
which will be used in what follows. Given two C” complex vector bundles E, F over M we 

denote by Y’(M, E, F) the set of order r classical pseudo-differential operators 
A:C,“(M, E @I 11\1”‘(M)) + Cm(M, F @ IAl”‘(M w ere h IAl” stands for the line 
bundle of a-densities on M. Its inclusion in the definition has the effect that the distribu- 
tional kernel A(x, y) of AEY’(M; E, F) is a section of the bundle Hom(E, F) @ IAI”Z(M 
x M), i.e. 

A(x, y)E Hom(E,, F,) @ lA11’27” M @ lAl”2 T,M, V(x, y)~ M x M. 

The subset of differential operators is denoted DO’(M; E, F) and the subset of elliptic 
operators is denoted Y’(M; E, F)-‘. By Psy’(M; E, F) we denote the set of “principal 
symbols” of order r, i.e. the subspace of P(T* M - M, Hom(n*E, n*F)), where rr is the 
projection onto M, formed of sections which are homogeneous of degree r. The subset of 
elliptic symbols is denoted Psy’(M; E, F)- l. When E = F we shall suppress the second 
bundle from the notation and when E = F = the trivial bundle we shall omit the bundle 
altogether. 
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Let A”, . . . , A’EY “(M; E) with at least one of them in 
distribution tr(AO, . . . , AQ) on Mq+ l by the formula 

r 

Y -“(M, E); we define the 

tr(AO, . . . , A4)(q) = (- l)q 
J 

cr(AO(xO, xi) . . . kyxq, xO))cp(xO, . , . ) x4), vcp E C~(Mq+ 1). 

For a fixed cp E CT (Mq+ I), we also set 

t(cp)(AO, . . . , IP) = tr(AO, . . . , M)((p), VA’E Y “(M, E). 

(2.1) LEMMA. (i) Let cp E Cf,ec(M). Then T((P)E C9,(Y -“(M; E)) = the space ofq-dimen- 
sional cyclic cochains of the algebra Y - “(M, E), i.e. 

7(cp)(A’, * * * 9 AQ, AO) = (- l)q7(cp)(Ao, . . . , Aq-l, Aq) VA’EY -“(M; E). 

(ii) 7: Cjf:,(M) + CX(Y - “(M; E)) is a homomorphism of complexes, i.e. 

7(&4 = b7(cp), 

where b is the coboundary of the cyclic cohomology complex [8]. 

(iii) Zfq > 0, AiEYSa,(M; El andfjEDO’(M; E),j = 0,. . . , q, one has 

T(cp)(P +f”, . . . , A4 +f’) = r(q)(P, . . . ) P). 

Proof: The first property follows from the cyclicity of the trace and the skew cyclicity of 
cp. The second can be checked by a straightforward calculation. Finally, (iii) is a conse- 
quence of the fact that cp vanishes along diagonals xi = xi’ l. 0 

To motivate our definition of the localized indices, let us recall, in an operator algebraic 
language, the definition of the ordinary analytic index map for M compact. One starts with 
the exact sequence of C*-algebras 

where X M = the algebra of compact operators on L2(M; lA11’2(M)), 9M = the norm 
closure of Y’(M) in the algebra of all bounded operators on L2(M; 1A11’2(M)), S*M is the 
unit cosphere bundle corresponding to a Riemannian metric, I is the inclusion and Q is 
obtained from the principal symbol map cr,,, :Y”(h4) + C”O(T*M-M) by restricting the 
symbols to S*M. This sequence gives rise to a six term exact sequence of K-groups: 

_ K,(X,) 1:Kl(9&KK,(C(S*M)) 

ot 
K,(C(S*M)) 2 K,(Y,) * 

la 
K,(XM). 

Since K, (XM) = Kl(Q = 0, one of the two connecting maps is trivial. The other one, 
denoted a, gives the analytic index map Index: KF(T*M) + Z of [3: I, $61, after the 
canonical identifications K,(C(S*M)) z KF(T*M) and K,(X,) z K,(C) r Z. More ex- 
plicitly, the general algebraic definition of the connecting map in K-theory leads to the 
following recipe for constructing the analytic index of an elliptic symbol 

aePsy’(M, E, F)-‘. The symbol a’ =(i +JO-‘) defines, after embedding E in a trivial 

bundle, an element of GLg(C”(S*M)) (where the superscript 0 indicates the 
connected component of identity) for N sufficiently large. It can, therefore, be lifted 
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to GL~(Y”(A4)). For example, if one chooses A oY’(M; E, F) with o,,(A) = a 
and BEY’O(M;F, E) with a,,(B) = a-‘, then So = I-BAE’P-‘(M; E) and 
S, = I - ABEY--‘(M; F), hence 

L= So --B-SOB 

A S, > 
E Y’(M; E 8 F) 

defines such a lift. By definition, 

Nal) = CPI - Gel, 

where P and e are idempotents defined as follows: 

IE 0 P=L o o ( > L-l, 
0 0 

e= 0 I, . ( > 
The definition of a([~]) can be shown to be independent of the lift L. In particular, one 

may improve, at no extra cost, the choice of the parametrix B such that So and S, are 
smoothing operators. Then 

S,(I + S,)B 

-Sf 
EY-‘=(M; EQF) 

and one has 

TrR = TrSi - TrSf = Index A, 

which explains why 8 can be regarded as the analytic index map. 
Evidently, the analytical index map does not capture fully the local information carried 

by the symbol. It disregards for instance the possibility of localizing at will, around the 
diagonal, the above construction. By taking advantage of this important feature, we shall 
construct a pairing of the above projections with arbitrary Alexander-Spanier cocycles on 
M, which will recapture the stable information carried by the symbols. 

We now proceed to describe this pairing. Since the compactness of the manifold is not 
really relevant to this point, we shall drop this assumption and replace it with the use of 
cohomology with compact supports. Consider a cocycle q E Zf+( M), that is cp E Cj_( M) 
and&EC0 . 4 + ’ (M) Let L be an invertible lift of the symbol ci such that L(x, y) = 0 outside 
a “small” neighborhood of the diagonal, the “size” of which depends on where 6rp vanishes, 
in a way which will be obvious from the context. Such a lift can be manufactured, for 
example, by localizing the support of A and B in the above construction. Denoting as 
before, 

we define 

bid,(u) = s(cp)(R,, . . . , R,) = (- l)q 
s 

tr(R,(x’, x1). . . RL(xq,xo))(p(xo, . . . , xq) 
Me+’ 

One has to check that the definition makes sense, i.e. that the right hand side is independent 
of the lift L. If q is odd, in view of Lemma (2.1) (i), this is obvious; it is also uninteresting, 
since it gives Ind,(u) = 0. So, we shall assume from now on that q is even. 

(2.2) LEMMA. Let { P,; s E [ 0, 1 ] } c DO0 + Y - O” be a one-parameter family of idem- 
potents piecewise C’ (us a mupfiom [0, l] to Op’(M; E, F), topologized us in [3, I, $51). 
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Then 

s 

I 

ecp)(Pl,. . .9 PI) - r(cp)(P,, . *. 9 PO) = (4 + 1) d+H T,, p,, . . . , P,)ds, 
0 

where T, = (1 - 2P,) $ P,. 

Proof: We notice that $ P, = [T,, P,] and therefore, 

-$P)(p,, . * * PSI = 2 T(cp)(Ps, . . . , CL PSI, * . . , PSI 
0 

= (4 + lb(cp)(CT,, PSI, ps, * * * , Pd. 

This last expression is easily recognized to coincide with (q + 1 )br( cp)( T,, P,, . . . , P,), 
which by Lemma (2.1) (ii) is in turn equal to (q + l)r(6~)( T,, P,, . . . , P,). 0 

We can now show that Z&,(a) is well-defined. Note that if q = 0 and cp f 0 then M 
must be compact, in which case this follows from the fact that a( [a]) is well-defined (see, e.g. 
[6, Sec. 8.31). Thanks to Lemma (2.2), essentially the same proof will work for q > 0. Indeed, 

let Lo, L, be two invertible lifts of ri =(i -;I) as above, with support sufficiently 

localized around the diagonal. Let Pi = Li IE o 

( > 
o o L;’ where i = 0, 1. By Lemma (2.1) 

(iii), it suffices to check that 

7(cp)(Po, * * *, PO) = r(cpNP1, * ’ * 3 PI). 

Each member of this identity remains unchanged if one replaces Pi by F, = 
(z or:,)7 

the advantage being that one can now employ a well-known recipe to construct a path of 
idempotents joining PO and Fi. Namely, one first defines a path of invertibles by setting 

and then one defines Fs = J,po J; ', Vs E [0, 11. Since in the process the support has been 
maintained localized, Lemma (2.2) gives the desired equality. 

Evidently, if cp is altered by adding a locally zero cochain Ind,(a) remains unchanged. 
Thus, we can in fact set, for u l Psy’( M; E, F)- l, 

I&,-( a) = Ind,( a) 

and the definition is unambiguous. The next lemma shows that the localized index map thus 
defined actually depends only on the cohomology class [g]. 

(2.3) LEMMA. If J/ E Cf.<,’ (M), then Z&(u) = 0. 

Proof: With P = Pr. and L as above, one has: 

.Im&(u) = r(Sq)(P, . . . , P) = bx($)(P, . . . , P) 

= T($)(P,. . . , PI = - 7(ti)(P, *. * ,P); 
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here we made use of (2.1) (+0-(i) and of the fact that 4 is even. 0 

Recalling Remark (1.6), we conclude that we have defined, for each class [ @] E fly ( M), 

an index map I&,,-r on the set of all elliptic principal symbols (of order 0). It remains to 
show that this map descends to K-theory. 

(2.4) THEOREM. For any [ ~$1 E A:(M) the map I&[,-,jrom elliptic symbols to C induces 
a homomorphism Ind[,-,: K ’ ( T* M, T* M - M) + C. 

Proofi For the convenience of the reader, we briefly review the definition of the relative 
K-group K O( T*M, T* M - M) in the spirit of [3, I]. Consider the set U( T*M, T*M 
- M) of triples (0, E, F) where E, F are C” complex vector bundles over T* M and 
a:El,,,_,-,FI,,,_,isanisomorphism.Twosuchtriples(a,E,F)and(o’,E’,F’)are 
isomorphic if there are isomorphisms a: E + E’, j?: F + F’ such that 6’0 a = /3 0 0 over 
T* M - M. Two triples (ei, E i, F ‘), i = 0, 1, are called homotopic if there exists an element 
(a, E, F)E%( T*M x [0, 11, (T*M - M) x [0, 11) such that (ei, E’, F’) is isomorphic to 
(cr, E, F)I T*M x {i}, i = 0,l. The set of homotopy classes, C = C( T*M, T*M - M), 
equipped with the direct sum operation, forms an abelian semigroup. It contains a sub- 
semigroup C, = C,( T* M, T* M - M) represented by triples (6, E, F) with e: E + F an 
isomorphism defined everywhere. The quotient semigroup C/C, is actually a group, which 
can be taken as the definition of K”( T*M, T*M - M). 

In particular each elliptic principal symbol a~ Psy”( M; E, F)- 1 defines an element 
(a, x*E, x*F) in % = U( T*M, T*M - M), homogeneous of degree 0. Let %Z” be the 
subset of all such elements in %?. It is well-known and easy to see that the set of homotopy 
classes in %’ O exhausts the whole group K” ( T* M, T* M - M). Indeed, since M is a 
deformation retract of T* M (which is paracompact), any (Q, E, F)E%? is isomorphic to a 
triple (a,, z* E,, z* Fo)~%“, where E,, F, are the restrictions of E, F to the zero-section 
and a, is extended by homogeneity of degree 0 from the restriction of u to the co-sphere 
bundle S*M = (<ET*M, [I[11 = l} ( corresponding to a Riemannian metric on iv). 
Moreover, this isomorphism is unique up to homotopy if the isomorphisms E z TI* E,, 
F z II* F, are chosen to be the identity on the zero-section. 

The map IndI,-I being already defined on w”, all we need to check is that if 
(u,~*E,I~*F)E%“(T*M x [0, l],(T*M - M) x [O,l]) then Ind,, is constant along 
the path {a,} where a, corresponds to (a, n*E,a*F)I( T*M - M) x (s>, sQ0, 11. Since 
M is paracompact, one has E z E. x [0, 11, where E, = E I M x { 0} and similarly F s F, 
x [0, l] (cf. [22; Cor. 4.5]), so that a,~Psy’(M; E,, Fo)-‘, VSE[O, 11. Let {A,} 

(resp. {B,})be a C’ path in Y’O(M; E,, F,)(resp. Y’(M; F,, E,)) such that epr(As) = a,, 
A$, - I E Y - m, B, A, - I E Y - m and each A, (resp. B,) is supported in a sufficiently small 
neighborhood of the diagonal. Denote by L, the lifting of ii, manufactured from A, and B,, 
and by P, the corresponding idempotent. Again, we may assume q > 0, and then the claim 
follows by applying Lemma (2.2) to the path { PS}. cl 

The localized index maps thus defined can be easily transferred to elliptic operators. 
Namely, if [@]~fi:v(M) and AeY”(M; E, F)-‘, we define 

where a E Psy”( M; E, F) is uniquely determined by the condition a 1 S * M = apr( A) 1 S * M. 
As in the case of the ordinary index, it will be useful to relate these indices to heat operators. 
Since for the computation of a [@]-index we can always pick a representative cp with 
compact support, there will be no loss of generality in restricting our attention to compact 
(oriented, even-dimensional) manifolds M. (We shall elaborate a bit on this point later). 
Furthermore, since for M compact, K p( T* M) is generated modulo 2-torsion by signature- 
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type symbols (see [2,97]), it will suffice to consider elliptic differential operators (actually 
generalized signature operators would already be enough). 

So let us assume that M is compact and that DEDO’(M; E, F)- l. Then 

Q(D) = 
I_ e-fD’o 

D*D 
D*czY -‘(M; F, E) 

is a parametrix for D. Indeed, one has 

SCI = I - QD = e-fDID, S1 =I--DQ=e-fDD*. 

The corresponding idempotent has the expression: 

Via the one-parameter family of idempotents 

i 

,-PD 

P,(D) = 

e-@** (I ;yDD*D)i’sD* 

,-fPD” f-e-D”* 

where SE [O, + J, P(D) is seen to be homotopic to the self-adjoint idempotent (found by 
A. Wasserman [35]): 

,--D*D e-jD*D(l;e;;‘D)t~* 

W(D) = 

. e-fDD* (I;:->‘D I_~-DD* 

Passing to heat operators we have lost, of course, the localization property. Fortunately, 
this can be remedied by replacing D with the family tD, t > 0, and letting t -, 0. More 
exactly, one has the following “localized” version of the McKean-Singer formula. 

(2.5) LEMMA. Let W(t) = W(d)), W’(t) = W(t) - , t > 0. Then, for any 

@~zj(M) one has 

r(rp)( W’(t), - * * , W’(t)) = Ind,D + O(tm). 

Proof, When q = 0 the statement follows from the classical McKean-Singer formula. 
We may therefore assume that 4 > 0. 

Choose a E C O” (M x M) with support contained in a sufficiently small neighborhood of 
the diagonal (depending on brp), such that a = 1 on some neighborhood of the diagonal and 
a r 0 everywhere. Define, for t > 0, the operator Q(c)EY -‘(M; F, E) by 

Q(t)@, Y) = a(x, y)Q(rD)(x, ~1. 

Since Q(r) - Q(cD)E Y - “(M; F, E), each Q(t) is a parametrix for CD with support 
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contained in the support of a. Thus, if we denote by p(t) the corresponding idempotent, one 
has 

r(cp)(Z%), * . . , F(t)) = Ind,tD = Znd,D. 

Denote S,(t) = Z - Q(tD)tD, S,(t) = Z - tDQ(tD) and, correspondingly, 

g,(t) = Z - &t)tD, $(t) = Z - tD&t). 

One easily checks that 

Si(t)(x, Y) - fi(c)(x, Y) = O(trn)9 i = 0,l 

in the C” topology. Thus, with P(t) = P(tD), one has 

P(t)(x,y) - m(x, Y) = O(trn). 

On the other hand, P(t)(x, y) = 0( t - ‘), for some fixed v > 0, as can be seen, for instance, 
by regarding tD as a pseudo-differential family in the sense of Widom (cf. [33], [34]). 
Therefore, 

7(cp)(P(t), * *. 9 P(t)) = +P)(fTt), * * *, p(t)) + O(tm) = Znd,D + O(tm). 

To pass from P(t) to IV(t), we apply Lemma (2.2) to the path s+ P,(t) = P,(tD), 

SE[O, l/2]. One obtains 

r(cp)(P(r), * . * , P(t)) - r(cp)( Wt), . f * 3 W(t)) = 

I 

112 

(4 + 1) r(b)(T,(t), P,(t), * * * , P,(t))ds 
0 

and thus it remains to show that the larger integral is an 0( t “). 

Since 6q is cyclic we can replace each P,(t) by R,(t) = P,(t) - 
0 0 

( 1 
o z . Furthermore, 

since 6q is locally zero we only need to estimate 

s 
tr( T,(t)(x’, x’)R,(t)(x’, x2) . . . R,(t)(x4+ ‘,x0)) 

C(P) 

where C(p) = {(x0,. . . , x”‘); d2(xo,x1) + . . . + ~‘(x~+~,xO) 2 p} with p > 0 fixed. 
In turn, the above integral is a sum of 2q + ’ integrals of the form 

I 
tr(A,O(t)(xO,xl). . . A:+ ‘(c)(~~+~,x~)), 

C(P) 

where for each 0 I; i Iq + 1, Af =fj(t2A) with A either D*D or DD* and jf a Schwartz 
function on R+ which has a holomorphic extension to a domain containing OX+. On the 

4+ 1 
other hand, since C(p) c u C’(p), where 

i=o 

C’(p)= I (x0,. . . ,Xq+1);d2(Xi,Xi+l) 2 -E I q+2 ’ 
i= ,...,q, 0 

cq+l(p)= (x0 ,..., xq+l);d2(xq+l,xO)&-& 
I 1 

, 

it is enough to estimate the integrals 

tr(f,0(t2A)(xo,x1). . .f‘j’1(t2A)(~q+1,~o)). 
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By Cauchy-Schwartz, the square of the absolute value of such an expression is majorized by 

Now tD is a (pseudo) differential family in the sense of Widom, so we can invoke [33, #S-6] 
(see also [34, $51) for the estimates: 

and 

uniformly for s E [*, 11. 0 

$3. THE LOCALIZED INDEX FORMULA 

We shall now use the heat equation approach, in Getzler’s improved version [14], to 
find the topological expression of the localized analytic indices of elliptic operators. 
Actually, we shall prove a stronger, local formula which establishes the desired equality 
directly at the level of forms, belonging to R* A on one side and to A*(M) on the other side. 

The “localization” of the problem will also enable us to reduce it, as usual, to the case of 
twisted Dirac operators. Therefore, we shall temporarily assume that M is compact, even 
dimensional, oriented and equipped with a spin structure. We denote by S = S + @ S - the 
corresponding spin bundle, endowed-with the standard metric and connection. Given any 
complex vector bundle E over M, with metric and connection VE, we denote by DE, or 
simply D, the corresponding Dirac operator, acting on the sections of S @ E. Since M has 
an underlying Riemannian structure, which in particular gives a volume element, we now 
stop using the bundle of half densities and revert to the more standard notation. We adopt, 
however, the Clifford algebra conventions in [14]; in particular Di = - DE. 

Given cp E 2 i‘J( M), we want to compute 

In&D, = limr(q)( W’(tJD), . . . , ?V’(tJD)) 

r-0 

(cf. Lemma (2.5)), where 

W’(tp) = (er2D’ + etf2p*w( - t2Jb2)tV))y, y = 
I S+ @E 0 

o 
-I,- $E > 

and 

1 _ e-x i( ) 
l/2 

, x>o 
w(x) = X 

I 1, x=0 

Regarding now rp as an element of Cy2q( M) = C12’(d) (see 5 l), we can write it as a sum 
of a series 
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which converges absolutely in the Frtchet topology of fi2¶( J$). Thus, it will be sufficient to 
compute 

I(+; P) = !\:5(11/)( W’(tl?), * * * 7 W’(tP)) 

for an elementary tensor 
rC/=fO@-‘@. . . @Lp’, fjE.d. 

Note that there is no a priori reason for the above limit to exist and it is rather remarkable 
that it can be calculated, as we shall see below. 

It is easy to check that if A”, . . . , A2Q~Y’“(M) then 

r($)(AO, *. . 3 A24)= Tr(A2’f0[A0,f’]. . . [A2q-l,f2q). 

Therefore, the quantity to be computed is 

I(+, JD) = liliy Trs((erz~’ - efl’pzw( - t2p2)t4))f0[ W’(t),f ‘1 . . . [ W’(t),f2’]), 

where Tr, = Tr 0 y is the supertrace. We shall use Getzler’s symbolic calculus [ 141 to find 
this limit. 

Let II(t) denote the operator under Tr,. In the notation of [14], ll(t)~OpY- “(E). In 
particular, Theorem 3.7 in [14] applies to give: 

Tr,ll(t) = (27~)~~” 
s 

tr,a,-I(II(t))(x, <)dxd<, t > 0; 

T*M 

here 2n = dim M, tr, is the pointwise supertrace, Q denotes the Getzler symbol map 
[14;p. 1703 from Op9’-“(E) to P’“(E) (= S”(S@E), equipped with the Getzler 
filtration [14; p. 169]), Q~-~ is the resealed symbol [14; (3.1)] and dxdt is the symplectic 
measure on T * M. 

In order to organize the computation, it will be convenient to introduce an auxiliary 
algebra &(JD). By definition, &( J7)) is the algebra generated (in a strictly algebraic sense) by 
-c9,y,V),(I+~2)-1,rl~~-[O,~[,andoperatorsoftheformu(-~2)withuaSchwartz 
function on [0, 00 [ which admits a holomorphic extension to a complex neighborhood of 
[0, co [. The elements of d (I?) yield (possibly unbounded) operators on L2( M; S @I E), 
which also belong to OpYm( E). If A E&( JD), we let A(t) = p,(A) be the operator obtained 
by replacing p with tJD, t > 0, in the expression of A. For example, the operator II(t) 
introduced above corresponds to 

ll=(ep’-e+a*w(-J?J2)J7J)fo[W’,f1]... [W’,f2q] 

where 

W’ = (ep’ - efp’w( - IJD2)JD)y. 

Since pt (d (JD)) c Op 9 m (E), any operator A ES/ (JD) has a well-defined order (with 
respect to the Getzler filtration on OpY “(E)). We introduce the notion of asymptotic order 

for elements of d (JD) as follows. If A belongs to the subalgebra ~~i,,( V,) generated by d, y 
and JD, we form A(t), assign to t the order - 1, then define the asymptotic order of A as 
being the total order of A(t). In particular JD2 has asymptotic order 0. We give the same 
asymptotic order 0 to any function of - p2. Finally, we extend the definition to the whole 
d(v)) in the usual fashion. We shall use superscripts to indicate the Getzler order and 
subscripts to indicate the asymptotic order. Thus A?;(&!)) means the subspace of d(v) 
consisting of operators of Getzler order r and asymptotic order k. 
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The following result is the “Fundamental Lemma” of Getzler’s symbolic calculus. 
Although not explicitly stated, it is practically proved and implicitly used in [14]. 

(3.1) LEMMA. (i) Let AE&;(JD). Then, iff~OpY’(E), 

b,- ,(A(t)) = a + O(E), O(t)EY’-l(E); 

a will be c&led the asymptotic symbol of A E do (JD) and will be denoted go (A). 

(ii) ZfA,BE~~(~),onehasa,(AB)=a,(A)*ao(B);here*denotestheGetzlermulti- 
plication of symbols, defined by the rule 

(a * b)(x, <) = e-*R(&, &)a(~, r) A b(x, q)lc =,,, 

where R E A2( M) @ A2( M) is the curvature tensor and the rest of the notation identical to 
that of [14]. 

(3.2) Examples. We list below a few symbols which will be needed in the ensuing 

calculations. 

(i) o,-I(tlj9)(x,5)=it-1<; 

(ii) 6,- ,(t2P2)(x, 5) = - l{I2 + Q + it2r(R), 

where Q = Vi is the curvature of (E, V,) and T(R) is the scalar curvature of M; 

(iii) b,- IKWAfl)(x, 0 = df, fed 

(iv) or- I(Ct2P2,fl)(x, 0 = 2it(df, 5) + t2Af; 

(v) at-1(Ct2V)‘,fltV))(x,r) = - 2<&5)1, + o(t),0(t)EY2(E); 

(vi) o,- ,((A + t2P2)-l)(x, t) = (A - H(x, <))-I + O(t), O(~)E~~~(E), 
where 

H(x, <I = ICI2 -f+$)-+A+$,$)-Q 

(the notational conventions being the same as in 1141); 

(vii) o,-1(~(-t2]P2))(~,~)=~(H)(~,~)+O(t),O(t)~~40-OD(E), for any u(- J?12)EzzI(J7J). 

The first five formulae are easy to check, the sixth is proved in [ 14, p. 1773 and so is (vii) 
for the special case u(x) = e -x. To prove (vii) in the general case, one writes u = vfN), with 
v Schwartz, and then one employs a similar argument as for the exponential function. Cl 

We now return to the operator lI. Denoting u(x) = e-bXw(x), x 2 0, 
A=~(-~~)q),Aj=u(-~~)[~,fj]andB~=[u(-~~),f~]~,fori=0,...,2q,wecan 
write 

lI = (ep’ - A)f ‘([e”‘,f ‘I+ A’ + B’)([e”‘,f *] - A2 - B2). . . 

. . . ([ep’,f2q-1] + A2q-’ + B2q-1)([ep’,f2q] - A’q- B2q). 

Of course, we are only interested in the “diagonal part” II”, more precisely in estimating 
Tr,lI(t) = TrJIe”(t) near E = 0. With this goal in mind, we shall make, in the course of the 
proof of the following lemma, a preliminary assessment of the terms involved in the 
expression of II’” (after the multiplications have been performed). 

(3.3) LEMMA. nw has asymptotic order 0. 
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Proof: As a general remark, we note that since A, A’, Bj are odd, only the products 
containing an even number of them will occur in the expression of II ‘“. Also, except for A 
which has asymptotic order 1, all other factors have asymptotic order 0. 

We now take an inventory of the terms involved, beginning with those which will give 
no contribution to the asymptotic symbol. 

1”. Terms starting with ep’ and containing at least one factor of the form 

[ep’,fj]. Clearly, a,([enz,fi]) = 0. Since the rest of the factors have asymptotic order 0, 
the asymptotic symbol of such a term is 0. 

2”. Terms starting with ep’ and containing at least two factors Bj, Bk. They have 
asymptotic order 0, and we can actually see that the asymptotic symbol of such a term 
vanishes. Indeed, remark that: 

cJ?,4--P2)l =o, 

cJAc4- P2hfl) = Cd- P2h Cnf11~~-1(P)~ 

and the graded commutator 

Thus, without changing the asymptotic symbol of the term, we can bring the two Q’s next to 
each other, effectively lowering the asymptotic order by 2. 

3”. Terms starting with A and containing more than one factor of the form [ ea’, f j] (hence 
at least three such factors). They manifestly have asymptotic symbol 0. 

4”. Terms starting with A and containing at least a factor Bj. Note that they have 
asymptotic order 0, since they must contain a factor [ep’, f ‘1. In fact, arguing as in case 2”, 
one sees that their asymptotic symbol vanishes. 

Here are the terms which will contribute to the asymptotic symbol: 

5”. T= ep’f”A’yA2y.. . A2qy =(- l)qe~zfoA’ . . . A2q;it clearly has asymptotic 
order 0. 

6”. T,=e@‘f’A’y . . . A’-‘yBjyAj+‘y . . . A2qy=(-l)qe~‘foA1 . . . Aj-’ 
BiAi+‘- . . . A2q,j=1,..., 2q; again, all factors have asymptotic order 0. 

7”. Zj = - Af’A’y . . . A’-‘y[e”*,f’]yAj+‘y . . . A2qy = (- 1)4.+iAfoA1 

A’-‘[ep’,fj]Aj+’ . . . A2q,j= 1,. . ., 2q; the fact that A has asymptotic order 
compensated by the presence of [en*, f j]. 

We are now ready to begin the actual calculations. 

(3.4) Computation of the contribution of T. 

One has 

oo(T)=(-1)qoo(e~‘)*fo*oo(u(-q)2))*df1*...*ao(u(-9,2))*df2q 

= (- l)qao(e~‘u( - p2)2q) A f Odf l A . . . A df 2q. 

But 

. . . 

1 is 
cl 

hence 

o,(eP'u(- Jb 2)2q)= oO(e-tL+S1 + ... +SJFJ ‘)ds, . . . ds,. 
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By (3.2) (vii), 
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~O(eSpz)(x, 0 = e-‘H(x, 5). 

which really means (e -sH * 
a 

1 )(x, <). Since R r, - 
( > at 

commutes 

H(x, 5), and so does Q, one obtains 

~O(eSP%x, 0 = ~-s(ICI’-*R($,~))~SQ. 

with the other terms in 

The exponent of the first exponential is the harmonic oscillator HR, over the ring 

ATZM, with 
1 

jkequency 
= h R A R. Its Fourier transform is therefore the harmonic 

oscillator 

K,=-A+&RRR(X,X), XET,MZISJ”‘. 

By Mehler’s formula (see 114, p. 1733 or [15, p. 114]), its heat kernel has the expansion 

e-SKR(X, Y) = (4~s)~“det 
(sinshRslR?l, >,,’ 

x exp& - &[ ( ta~~$2)ij(XiXj+ Y’Y’) 

- 2( siJ$2)ijxi “1. 

In particular, 

I 
(eVsHR*l)(<)& = 

I 
e-8HR(&q)drdq = (2n)2”esK~(0,0) 

= rr”s-“det ( si~~/~,2 y”. 

Therefore, setting s = 1 + si + . . . + spr one has 

I 
a,(e~*u( - P2)2q)(x, 5)d< = 5~” J1’...J1’s-“det(si~~!$2)1’2 

A erQds 1 . ..ds.. 

Applying the supertrace, which amounts to multiplying by 
2 ” 

0 
i and taking the top 

degree component, one finally obtains: 

(2a)_ 2n 
I T8M 

tr,a,( T)dxdr = j?,( - l)q(2ai)- 
‘JM det( sinRha2/2 >“’ 

~treQ~f’df’~ . . . hdfzq, 

where 

/I,= 2... 
s I 

2(1+sI+... + sq)-qdsI . . . ds,. 
1 1 

2 
(3.5) Computation of the contribution of f q. 

j=i 
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One has 

q=(- l)qep*foA’. . . Aj-’ u(A)[(l + lJJ’)- ‘,f’]dn PA’+’ . . . AZ4 

where C is a suitable contour in C, oriented counterclockwise. Since 

[(r. + Ijq- l,f’] = - (n + JDq- 1 [p2,f’](A + p2)- I, 
one obtains 

q=(- l)q+lep’foA1.. . A’-’ u(J)(J + P2)- 1 CP2,f’l 

At this point we take advantage of the fact that only the (super) trace is needed and replace 

Ti by 

&- llq+l 
1 

s 2ai c 
(_ f)zq+j(l + p2)- 1,4j+ 1 . . . A 2qep”foA1 

. . . A’- ’ u(n)(L + P2)- ’ [V2 f’] IJJdL , 9 

thus bringing the two resolvents on the same side of [ JB ‘,fj]. Clearly, 

lim Z?,?(t) = lim Tr,Qt) = (2n)-2” 
1+0 t-0 I T*M 

tr,oo ( q) dx d<. 

Now in computing o. ( 5;) we can pass the first go ((A + &D2)- ‘) over the intermediate terms 
all the way till it reaches the second a,((1 + p2)- ‘). Thus, we get: 

~o(~j)=(- l)q+1+2q-‘df”1 A . . . A df2q Af”df’ A . . . A df’-’ 

* ao(e~*U2q- 1 (- P2)U’(- P2))*Qo(CP2 f’lP,)- , 

BY (3.2) (v), ~o(CP2,f%Wx, 0 = - Xdfj, 05 and by (3.2) (vii), 

ao(e~‘u2q- l (- JD2)u’( - Sp2)) = e-Hu2q-1(H)u’(H). 

Introducing these expressions in the above formula and, at the same time rearranging the 
df’s, we obtain: 

Co(Tj)(X,<)=(- 1)‘2f”df1 A . . . A dfi-‘*(e-HU2q-1(H)U’(H))(X,~) 

*(dfj,t)t*dfi+’ A . . . A df”. 

As before, we can rewrite the term in H as follows: 

e-Hu2q-1(H)u’(H) = -LeWH-Lu2q 
A=H 

1 d 
=-_e -H_ 

2q dR 

‘2 

I 

2 

. . . 
,-(St + . . . +So,lds 

1 . . . ds, 
1 1 A=H 

I 

2 

(sl + . . . + sq)e-(l+sl+... +‘qtHdsl . . . ds, 
1 

s - l)e-““ds, . . . ds,, 
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wherewehavesets=l+s,+ . . . +s,. 
Thus, 

lim Tr, T&t) = (27r)- 
t-0 

2”(f$-~)q~M&d~ h . . . Adfi-‘~~ihdfi+l A . . . /idf2q, 

where 

Oj= -~~...~(S-l)(~~e-“.l~*~df’,~)/dC)ds,...dsq. 

Now, for any f~ C “(M ), 

where {e,} is an orthonormal basis of T,M and {e,*} its dual basis. On the other hand, 
given any symbol q(x, t), of even degree as a form, one checks by a straightforward 
calculation that 

4(x, t)*r’rb = ratb -~taR(-&,%) -itbR($,e,,) 

+~R(~,,.)AR($,ea)]q(x,Zi), 
therefore 

+;R($,!@f) A ~R($,e,).:]n(.,t). 

The second and the fourth term vanish since 

FR(e,,e,) A et = k~b<Wec,eb)ek,el)e: A e: A eb* = 0, 
. . 

by the Bianchi identity. It follows that 

6j” (e-““.l)(<)*(df?t)<d<= 
I 

(df,<)< A(e-‘H-l)(~)d< 

Let us prove that the second integral vanishes. One first remarks that 

R( $,gradf)t = TR(eb,gradf)e: =O, 
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as above. Therefore, 

since c A (emrH. l)( 5) is a Schwartz function (with values in ATZM). 
Thus, 

Oj - = (dfj,{)< h (e-‘H*l)({)dr 
I 

= .C, e.(fj)e,* A erQ 
I 

r’gb(eeoH* l)(e)d<. 

We now use the harmonic oscillator to evaluate the latter integrals. Namely, by Fourier 
transforming, 

which can be computed from Mehler’s formula, giving 

It follows that 

But, again because of the Bianchi identity, 

which implies that 

and hence 

It follows that 

lim Tr,T,(t) = - 
1+0 

& b4( - 1)q(2ni)-” 

where 

AtreQAfodf’A . . . hdfZq 

2 

6,= I I . . . 
1 

:(s- l)s-‘q+l)dsl . . . ds, = ~q-aq; 
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& is the same constant as in (3.4) and 

2 2 

aq= I f s-'q+"ds, . . . ds, = q! . . . 
1 1 (2q+ l)!’ 

Therefore, the total contribution of the terms T and T,, 1 -< j s 2q, is: 

Tj(t) =(- l)Q(2~i)-” (2qy 

A treQ A f’df’ A . . . A df2q 0 

(3.6) Computation of the contribution of 2 Zj. 
j=l 

One has 

zj = (-1)q+j_,4fOA1 . . . Aj-1[ep2, fj]Aj+l . . . A24 

=(-1) q+I+lAfOAl . . . Ai- 

-“(A + qP)-Q2, f’](L + &D2)-’ d,I Aj+’ . . . AZq. 

Arguing as in (3.9, we replace it by 
2. = (- l)q+j+l 

J 271i 

s 
(-1)2q-i(L+JD2)-1A/+1 . . . AtqAfoA1 . . . Aj-‘e-1(R+~2)-1[~2,fi]di., 

C 

whose asymptotic symbol is 

a,(Z,) = (-l)q+idfi+l A . . . A dfzq h f’df’ A . . . A dfi-‘o,(-u2q(-JD2)ep’) 

* ~ocPra’~fjl> 

= 2(-1)qfOdf’ A . . . A dfj-’ A (u2’(fi)emH)(X, <)*(dfj, c)< A dfj+l A 

Now, as we have seen in (3.4), 

2 

u2q(H)e-H = 

I I 

2 

. . . emSBdsl... ds,, s = l+s, + . . . +sq. 
1 1 

Thus, 

s 

2 

Oo(Zj)(x, <)d< = 2(-l)’ 
s 

. . . 
1 

I 

2f0df’ A . . . A dfj-’ A &, A dfj-’ A . , . A df2qds, . 
1 

Inserting the expression of Gj found in (3.5) we obtain 

I 

2 

oo(ifj)(x, <)dg = (- l)qn” s'("+l)esQ 

. . . A df2q. 

ds, . 

Adet(si~~~~,2~12dsI...dsqAfodf1A . . . Adfzq 
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which in turn gives 

lii TrsZj(t) = (-1)4~2ni)-no4~~det(si~~lR:2)1’z h tre’ h f’df’ A . . . A df”. 

4! 
Recalling that 0~~ = (2q + l)! it follows that 

lim Tr, 2 Zj(t) ‘! 

t-0 j=l 
= W- U4CW-” t24 + 1I! 1 det ( si.$f,2)“’ M 

A treQ A f’df’ A . . . A dff4. 

Before collecting the above results in a single statement, les us recall that the i-form of a 
Riemannian manifold with curvature R is defined by 

112 

i(R) = det 

and the Chern character form of a bundle E with connection V, has the expression 

1 
ch(Vi) = tre -2niv*E. 

Adjusting the constants to these definitions, we summarize the preceding computation as 
follows. 

(3.7) PROPOSITION. Let M be a compact, oriented, spin manifold of dimension 2n, let DE be 
the Dirac operator on M with coeficients in a vector bundle E and let f”, . . . , f 24~ d = 

C*(M). With W(q),) being the heat kernel idempotent associated to I&, one has 

~)f°Cwww,f ‘1 . ’ * E wtPEhf241) 

_ t-1)” 4! 
- 

(2ni)4 (2q)! 
i(R) A ch(V;)f’df’ A . . . A df2’. 

The constant multiplying the above integral looks rather mysterious at this point. The 
reason why precisely these constants should occur will be made clear in the next section. 

(3.8) REMARK. Under the same assumptions as above, one has 

Em T~trf°CW~PEhf’l . . . CWt~E),f241) = 0. t--o9 

The computation is similar to the one above, only easier. In fact, it parallels the treatment of 
the terms which start with eP’, except that the factor ePZ . IS omitted. It is easy to see that the 
effect of this change is to replace the constant B4 in (3.4) by 

/I;= 2... 
I I 

2(s,+ . . . + s,)-‘ds, . . . ds, 
1 1 

and S, in (3.5) by 

2 

s;= 

I s 
. . . 2(sl+ . . . + s4)(s1 + . . . + s4)-(4+‘)ds, . . . ds, = 8;. 

1 1 
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Thus the constant replacing aQ is 

a; = /I; - s; = 0, 

hence the claim. cl 
We conclude the present section with the statement of the general localized index 

theorem. 
Let M be an arbitrary C” manifold and BcY”(M; E, F)-’ an elliptic pseudo- 

differential operator on M. If b = a,,(B), then the triple (b, z*E, n*F) defines a class in 
K’(T*M, T*M-M). We denote by chbEH’“(T*M, T*M- D*M) its image via the 
Chem homomorphism. Here D*M denotes the closed unit disk bundle (with respect to 
some Riemannian metric) and H *( T* M, T* M - D* M) can be thought of as the cohomol- 
ogy of the de Rham complex A*( T* M, T* M - D* M), consisting of differential forms on 
T* M with support in D* M. 

(3.9) THEOREM. Let 
[ rj] E H:‘(M). Then 

Znd [+, B = 

B be an elliptic pseudo-diferential operator on M and let 

1 
-A (-l)dimM(chop,(B)7(M);i[@J, [T*M]). 
(2ni)q (2q)! 

Here 7(M) = Todd( TM @I @) is the index class of M, H *( T* M, T* M - D* M) is regarded 
as a module over H,*(M) in the usual way and T*M is given the symplectic orientation. 

Proof: For q = 0, this is precisely the cohomological statement of the Atiyah-Singer 
index theorem [3,111]. We shall therefore assume henceforth that q > 0. The theorem can 
be reduced to Proposition (3.6) in a way which parallels the well-known reduction of the 
general index theorem to the case of Dirac-type operators (see [2] or [16]). Let us indicate 
briefly the steps involved. 

First, if M is not orientable, let $ be its orientable double cover. On lifting B to B’ and 
[+I to [@I- on G, one obtains Zndc5,-B = 2ZndCrpI B. This can be easily seen if we choose 
the representative cp sufficiently localized around the diagonal in M 2q+ ‘. On the other hand, 
the cohomological formula also gets multiplied by 2. Thus, we may assume M orientable. 

Secondly, since cp can be chosen with compact support (see Remark (1.6)) and 

Znd, B = Znd, b (where b = a,,(B)), bearing in mind the fact that a lift for 
0 b-’ 

( > b 0 
can be 

constructed in an “almost” local fashion, one sees that Znd, B remains unchanged if we 
modify M outside a sufficiently large relatively compact domain, and so does the right hand 
side of the equation. This allows us to reduce the proof to the case when M is compact. 

Thirdly, when M is odd-dimensional, the proof can be reduced to the even-dimensional 
case as follows. Consider on the circle S’ the operator C: Cco(S’) + C”(S’) defined by 

C(eine) = 1 ne”“- lje, for n 2 0 
neine 

, for n I 0. 

It is elliptic, pseudo-differential, Index(C) = 1 and (cha,,(C), [T*S’]> = - 1 (see [16], 
Lemma 3.9.43). On N = M x S’ form the operator 

D=B@C= 
( 

I@C 

BG01 

acting on (L’(M; E) @ L2(S1)) @ (L2(M, F) @ L2(S1)). 

B*@l 

-1@0c* > 

Although not quite a pseudo- 
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differential operator, D can be uniformly approximated by pseudo-differential operators in 
their natural topology (after adjusting its order to 1, to match the order of C). One easily 
checks that 

-sB=B (j.J e-SCC 0 

0 e -sBB*~~-sCC* > 

and 

-0.9 
@e 

sC'CC e-sB'BB*@&C 

e -SBB=B@e-sCC' _,-sBB*@~-sCC'C 
> 

Consider now the parametrix 

Q(D) = ’ ;trD D* = 

s 

1 e-fpDD*ds. 

0 

We “localize” it, but only around the diagonal of M, by means of a cut-off function 
a E Cm(M x M) as in the proof of Lemma (2.9, that is, we replace it by the parametrix 

f 
1 o(D) = ae- f pDD* ads. 
0 

Assuming, as we may, that B is also sufficiently localized, one has 

Ind,, ,D = r(cp 63 l)(i(D), . . . , &W 

with (cp @ l)((x’, 0’), . . . , (x24, e24)) = cp(xO, . . . , x2Q) and k(D) = the “difference 
idempotent” associated to o(D). 

Remark that if we introduce a “coupling constant” in the above construction, the index 
will not change. More precisely, setting D, = D @ PC, one has 

Ind ,+,@ ,D = In&,@ ,D, = 7(q 63 l)(@D,J, . . . , &Da)X 

with (cp @ l)((x’, 0’), . . . , (x29, Ozq)) = cp(xO, . . . , x2’) and k(D) = the “difference 
idempotent” associated to G(D). 

Remark that if we introduce a “coupling constant” in the above construction, the index 
will not change. More precisely, setting D, = D 63 /3C, one has 

In4 o 1 D = Ind,@ ,D, = 7(cp @ 1)(&D& . . . , &‘B)). 

We can now let p + co, which has the effect of “decoupling” the two cocycles in the right 
hand side of the above equation. Indeed, since e-flZcc converges strongly to the projection 
11) onto KerC = @* 1 and e-82cc to 0, one has e-‘flzpDD* + e-SIPBB* @ 11) 

strongly, therefore (s)- lim d(D,) = R”(B). This, in turn, implies that 
P-m 

therefore 

lim T((P 63 1)(&D), . . . , l?(D)) = r(cp)(l?(O), . . . , i(O)), 
6-m 

In4 o 1 D = Znd,B. 
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On the other hand, it follows from [16; Lemma 3.9.31 that 

(cha,,(D)r(N)J[@ @ 11, [T*N]) = (cha,,(B)+!f).q$@ 11, (T*M)) 

~(ChO,,(C), [T~S’]) = - (cho,,(B)+4)~~[qq, [T*M]). 

This completes the third reduction step. 
Thus, we are reduced to proving the theorem for an elliptic symbol on an even- 

dimensional, oriented, Riemannian manifold. Since modulo 2-torsion, Kf (T * M) is span- 
ned by symbols of generalized signature operators, it is enough to check the statement for 
such operators. But a generalized signature operator is a generalized Dirac operator (in the 
sense of [19]). It remains to remark that the proof of Proposition (3.7), based on symbolic 
calculus, has a local nature and therefore applies not only to Dirac operators with twisted 
coefficients but to generalized Dirac operators as well. cl 

94. ASYMPTOTIC CHERN CHARACTER IN K-HOMOLOGY 

In this section we digress to relate the localized analytical indices to the Chem character 
in K-homology. The link is established via the notion of ‘asymptotic Chern character” of a 
8-summable Fredholm module, which is interesting in its own right and will be defined 
below in full generality. 

We recall [9] that an even 8-summable Fredholm module (Z’, D, y) over a unital C*- 
algebra A consists of a &-graded Hilbert space .%’ with grading y, on which A acts (via a *- 
representation) by even operators, and an unbounded odd selfadjoint operator D such that: 

(a) the set {u E A; [D, a] is densely defined and extends to a bounded operator} is norm 
dense in A; 

(/I) Tr(emrD’) < co, Vt > 0. 

(4.1) LEMMA. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and (.%‘, D, y) an even Ssummable Fredholm 

module over A. Let R, = (e-‘*D2 + v(t*D*)itD)y, where v(x*) = e-ix2 l’*, 

P, = R, + )(1-y) and F, = 2P, - 1. 
One has: 

(i) P,=P:=PfandF:=l; 

(ii) [F,, a] E 9 ’ (trace class operators), Vu E A; 

(iii) lim 11 [F,, a] I] = 0, VUE A. 
t-0 

Proof: The first assertion is immediate (and was in fact checked in Section 3). The 
second one is also clear, since R, E 9 ’ thanks to the condition (/3) above and [F,, a] = 
CR,, a], Vat A, because y commutes with A. 

Let us prove (iii). Given u EY(R), write 

u(D) = & 
I 

m 
ri(s)eiSDds. 

-m 

Since 

s I 

[eLD, a] = eisDr [isD, a] ekD(’ -‘)dt, 
0 
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for all a E A such that [D, a] is bounded, one has 

II CUP), al II I II CQ al II & 
s 
: Iw4lsl~s = cllC~,~lII. 

m 

This easily implies 
II F,, al II = II C& al II = o(t)* 

for any a E A as above. The set of such u’s being dense in A and {F,} being a bounded family, 
the same estimate continues to hold for any a E A. 

We now recall the definition of the fundamental bicomplex of [8] associated to a unital 
Banach algebra &. For any n E N = (0, 1, . . . } C” = C”(d, d *) is the linear space of 
continuous n + 1 linear forms cp on A, equipped with the norm 

and C-“-l = (0). The becomplex is obtained by setting CpBq = Cpeq for any p, qEZ and 
defining two anticommuting differentials (ii of degree 1 and d, of degree - 1 as follows: 

where 
4lC p*q = (p -q + l)b, d21Cp*Q = -!-- B, 

p-q 

(&J) (co, . . . , U”+ ‘) = jio (- l)‘cp(u’, . . . , ajuj+ l, . . . 
($I+1 1 

and 

+(-l)n+lcp(u”+iuO,. . .) a”), 

with B. and A defined by 

B~P = ABoq, 

(Bod(=', . . .v a”.-‘) = cp(1, uo,. . . , a”-‘)-(-l)“cp(uO,. . . , d-l, l), 

n-l 

(A$)(a’, . . . , a”-’ ) = jzo (-l)(“_‘“~(a’, uj+i, . . . , a”--‘, u”, . . . ) a’-‘). 

Since we are interested in C*-algebras, it is perhaps appropriate to point out that the 
cyclic cohomology of a C*-algebra A, i.e. the cohomology of cocycles withfinite support in the 
above bicomplex, is known in many cases and not particularly interesting. At the opposite 
end, the cohomology with arbitrary supports is trivial (cf. [8; Lemma 361) for any Banach 
algebra. To obtain a more useful cohomology theory one needs to restrict the growth of the 
cocycles. Such a growth condition was employed in [9] for the definition of the entire 
cohomology of a unital Banach algebra d. In our present context, one would take .G/ to be 
the subalgebra d = {a~ A; [D, a] bounded}. 

The growth requirement we shall introduce here, motivated by the following two 
lemmas, has the distinctive feature of applying to cochains defined on the whole C*-algebra. 

(4.2) LEMMA. With the notation of Lemma (4.1), define for t > 0 and q E N the cochains 
ri, E Czq as follows: 

6 (f ‘) = VKfo), 

Gq(fO, . * - , f24) = (_1)4 l-3 * ,!‘p- l) NF,f°CF,,f’l.. * CF,,f2V, 4 2 1. 
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Given a finite subset Z of A, let 

where the last sup is taken over the set {(f O, . . . , f 2q); all f’ E C except at most k 1. Then: 

(0 47i, + d27&+2 =o vt>o, VqeN; 

(ii) ~$7’; Z) < co and lim p(7’, X) = 0. 
r-0 

Proof: (i) is straightforward (see [9]). 
(ii) The inequality 

IWV°CLf'l . . * c~t~f241)l 5 IIf0 II II CLf’l II 1 jz2 II CF,,f’l II 

implies that 

The fact that lim ~(7’; X) = 0 follows now from (4.1) (iii). 
1-O 

0 

(4.3) LEMMA. 

4,+1EC 

The notation being as above, there exists a family of cochains (c:,+ 1 }peN, 

2q+1, Vt > 0, such that: 

6) d ,o;,-~ +d,a:,+, = ; r;,,W > 0, Vq 2 1; 

(ii) ~(a’; Xc) < 00 and lim ~(a*; C) = 0, VC c A, I? a finite subset. 
r-o 

Proof: Let Ar = - f F,; it is by construction a trace class operator. Define 

u~q_,(f0,...,f2q-',_',:'q 1’3”‘(2q-1)~~01(_l)j p+i ._ 
*TrV’,f“CF,,f’l.. . [Ft,fj]At[Ft,fi+'] . . . [F,, f2q-']). 

The equation (i) is checked by a calculation identical to that in the proof of Prop. 7.3 of 
[9]. The assertion (ii) is proved by the argument used in Lemma (4.2). cl 

(4.4) Definition. An (even) asymptotic cocycle over a C*-algebra (with unit) A is a family 

{‘:r )qeN 9 of cocycles riq~C2q defined for all t > 0, such that (4.2) (i), (ii) and (4.3) (i), (ii) 
holds. The particular asymptotic cocycle 7’ defined in Lemma (4.2) will be called the 
asymptotic Chern character of the Ssummable Fredholm module (H, D, y) and will be 
denoted ch’(.#‘, D, y). 

One can develop, following the pattern of [9], a cohomology theory based on asymp- 
totic cocycles. For the purposes of the present paper however, only the pairing with the 
K-theory is needed. 

(4.5) PROSPOSITION. Let T’ be an asymptotic cocycle over the C*-algebra A. Let e E M,(A) 
be an idempotent. If 7’ is normalized (cf: [9]), then: 
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(i) for t suficiently small the series 

CT’, e> = J0 -$ (& # tr)(e, . . . ,4 

is absolutely convergent and its value is independent oft; by definition, 

(7iq # tr)(m’ @f”, . . . , m2q @f2’) = tr(mO . . . mzq)r~,(fO, . . . , f2q), if mjEM,(@), 
fjE A; 

(ii) the above pairing induces an additive mapfrom K,(A) to C; 
(iii) if (&‘, D, y) is a 8-summable Fredholm module over A, one has for t sujiciently small 

(ch’(&‘, D, y), [e]) = Index 0: ; 

here 0: = eDe+, with e+ = ele(&‘+ @ @‘)e. 

Proof: (i) By (4.2) (ii), the radius of convergence of the series 

qzo -$ zq (7iq # tr)(e, . . . , 4 

tends to co as t + 0. In particular, the above series converges absolutely at z = 1, for t small 
enough. Furthermore, since 

i (riq # tr)(e, . . . , e)=(d,r~,_,ftr+d,r~,+,#tr)(e,...,e) 

(cf. (4.3) (i)) and the series corresponding to the right hand side converges absolutely for t 
d 

small (cf. (4.3) (ii)), it follows that z (T’, e) is given by an absolutely convergent series. By 

[9, Lemma 1.73, this latter series has sum zero. 
(ii) After freezing t at a sufficiently small value, one can argue as in [9, Proof of 

Theorem 1.81 (cf. also the proof of Lemma 2.2). 
(iii) The strategy of [9, Section 73, consisting in replacing D, via homotopy, by 

D, = D - eD(l - e) - (1 - e)De, applies verbatim, giving the claimed equation. cl 

As mentioned before, the above construction leads naturally to the definition of a 
cohomology theory for arbitrary C*-algebras, as well as to the construction of a Chem 
character from K-homology to the cohomology with asymptotic cocycles. This will make 
the subject of another paper. Here we shall only restate the results of 53 in these terms. 

(4.6) THEOREM. Let M be an even-dimensional, compact, Riemannian manifold, E, a Z,- 
graded (complex) Clifjord bundle with metric and connection, .% = L2(M, E) and V, the 
corresponding (generalized) Dirac operator. Then: 

(i) (Z, I& y) is ‘h g-summable Fredholm module over the C*-algebra A= C(M) of 
continuous functions on M; 

(ii) when restricted to the dense subalgebra ~4 = C’(M), the asymptotic character 
T’ = ch’(.#, J& y) converges when t + 0 to the cocycle ? with components 

?2q(f0,. . . , f2’) = - char,@) A r(M) A j-” df 1 A . . . A df 2q, 

i.e. to the current ch,@) which gives the classical Chern character of [IJ)] E K,(M) [S]. 
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Proof: (i) is clear (cf. ES]). 
(ii) Replacing F, by 2P, - 1 = 2R, - y, one has 

&(fO, . * * ,ftq) = (- 1)q2q1.3 . . . Ch - lHWLf°CP,J-‘l . . . CP,,f2q1)) 

- mYPCP,J’l * * * Cp,,f2ql). 

The limit of both terms was computed in Proposition (3.7) and Remark (3.8); although 
the result was stated only for twisted Dirac operators, it actually holds for generalized Dirac 
operators, as we already noted in the proof of Theorem (3.9). 

The fact that c 7iq converges to 0 is a consequence of the finite summability of 
2q > dimM 

the Fredholm module (&‘, D, y) and will be proved below in full generality. 

(4.7) LEMMA. Let (2, D, y) be as in Lemma (4.1). 

(i) Iff’, . . . , f2q~d = {fc A; [D,f] bounded}, then 

, f2’)l I Cq II f” II fi II [D fj] II Tr(e-*qr2D2 
j=1 ’ 

)t2, 

where C is an absolute constant. 

(ii) ff(X, D, y) is p-summable then c r\, converges to 0 when t + 0 as a cocycle on d, 
2q’P 

endowed with the norm IIIalll = II u II + II CD, a]j, a~&. 

Proof: (i) One has 

f2')l = (_1)424-1 1.3 * * ;f.J- 1) WFtf°CR,,f’l.. . ER,,f2’l) 
I 

I 22q-1jTr(Ftfo[R1,f’] . . . [R,,f2q])l. 

Recall that R, = (eetzDZ + e-*12D’ w(t2 D2)it D)y, with w E Sp (W). Arguing as in Lemma (4.1), 

we can find c < co, independent of D, such that 

max { 11 [e-*12D2, f ] 11, II e-*t2D2 w(t2D2P,fl II} I cll CD, J-1 II, WE&. 

Writing 

[R,,f]y = [e-+~*DZ,f]e-WD' +e-~"D*[e-f"D2,fJ 

+ [e-+‘ZD2, f]e-*r2D*w(t2D2)itD + e-*rZD’[e-*‘2D2w(t2D2)itD, f], 

it follows from the above inequality applied to tD that 

II CR,, fl II 2q s M II CWI II - II e-*r’D* II 2q. 

Thus, (i) follows from Holder’s inequality. 

(ii) With k = [p] + 1, one has 

,,C,, Tr(e-+dD’)t2q = tkTr(e-+h”D’(1_ t2e-+k1*D2)-1), 

so that (ii) follows from the estimate (cf. [ll]): 

Tr(e -t’D*) = O(t_P), t + 0. cl 
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(4.8) Remark. Suppose that Proposition (3.7) was established in the less precise form: 

lim Tr(R,j’[P,,f’] . . . [P,,f”]) = cq chap,(V)) A r(M) A f’df’ A . . . A dj-lq 
t-0 

with the constants cq undetermined. Then Theorem (4.6) (ii) would have given 

f2,(f0, . * . 7 f2’) = (- 1)q2q1.3 . . . (24 - I)c, 
s 

&a,,(p) A s(M) A fodf’ A . . . A df2q. 
M 

In conjunction with (5.4) (iii), this implies 

* (2q - 1) Index pE = 1 (- 1)424 lo3 * * 4, 
,420 

x 5 
s 

Wa,(P) A T(M))21n-q) A (tr(ev*E))2q 
M 

for any vector bundle with connection (E, V,). Thus, the constant cq can be determined from 
the Atiyah-Singer index formula: 

(_1)424 l.3. * blz”- 1) cq _ (--1J4 ) 
(2ni)qq! 

i.e. 
1 41 

G= oQ(2q)!’ 
0 

$5. HIGHER I--INDICES 

We shall now extend the r-index theorem of Atiyah and Singer ([l, 31]), from the r- 
trace case to higher I-cocycles. Throughout this section r will denote a countable discrete 
group, acting properly and freely on a smooth manifold a, with compact quotient 
M = r\fi. It will be convenient to fix a Riemannian metric on M end endow fi with the 
lifted metric. 

To begin with, let us introduce an algebra which is needed in the construction of the 
higher r-indices. This algebra, to be denoted d, consists of all r-invariant, bounded 
operators A on L2(A?) whose Schwartz kernel A(?, j?), a priori only a distribution on 
h? x A? satisfying the r-invariance property 

A(g.n,g.g) = A(z,~), vyd-, 
is actually a C” function with compact support modulo r. A more complete (and 
suggestive) notation for this algebra is C;(s x ,G). 

We now proceed to construct certain homomorphisms from d to Q=T @ gM and 
CT @ 9: where R, (resp. 9’:) is the algebra of smoothing operators in L2(M) (resp. 
Hilbert Schmidt operators). 

Let {B,, . . . , I?,} be an open covering of M by small balls Bi, domains of smooth cross- 
sections Bi: Bi + h? for the canonical projection A: i + M. Let (~~)~=r,...,~ be a smooth 
partition of unity subordinate to the above covering. We shall assume, as we may, that each 
x!‘~ is a smooth function. The following formula defines a I’-equivariant isometry U from 
L’(G) into L2(M x (1, . . . , r} x r): 

(V5)(~,i,g)=~i(X)~‘~5(gSi(x)) Vger, xeM, i~{l,. . . , r}. 
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The adjoint of this isometry is given by the following equality: 

where _?/Bj(x)_~r is the unique element g of r such that gbj(x) = 2. For any 
A EJZ? = Cz (M x r M), let B(A) = UAU *; its Schwartz kernel is given by: 

e(A)(x, i, 9; Y,i, h) = Xi(X)“‘Xj(Y)“‘A(gBi(x), hSj(Y))- 

A straightforward calculation shows that 

where p denotes the right regular representation of r and 0,(A) E M,(W,) is the matrix of 
smoothing operators given by: 

(e,(A))& Y) = Xi(x)“*Xj(Y)“*A(Bi(X), gSj(Y)). 

The compactness of Usi and of the support of A, together with the fact that I- acts 
properly on fi, ensure that 8,(A) = 0 except for finitely many g’s. Thus 8(A) belongs to the 
algebraic tensor product @r @I M,(W,) where IX denotes the complex representation ring 
0f r. 

(5.1) LEMMA. (i) 8 is an algebra homomorphism of& into CT @I &I,(@,). 
(ii) The induced homomorphism 8,: K,(d) + K&r @ 9,) is independent ofthe choice 

0fiBj9 Bj, Xj}* 

Proof (i) Follows from the equality U *U = 1. 
(ii) Let {B;, /I?;, x;] b e another set of data as above. A straightforward computation 

shows that for any AE~, one has 8’(A) = Vd(A)V*, where V is the partial isometry 
v= iJ’u* = (vii), where yii = p(gij) @ (xixI)r’*, with gij~ r being the unique element of r 
such that pi(x) = gij8j(X) for Vx E B! n Bj, and (xix,)“* is the multiplication operator by the 
smooth function x;(x)“* x .(x)r/* in L*(M). Thus, V is a multiplier of the algebra 
@r @ M,(W,). By a generairesult of algebraic K theory, the induced K theory maps O* and 
8; of K,(d) to K&T @ 9,) coincide. cl 

Using an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions for the Laplacian A on M associated to a 
given Riemannian metric one can identify the algebra 91M with the algebra W of matrices 

(%j)i,jeN such that 

SUP i”j’(Uijl < CO 
i. jeN 

Vk, 1~ N. 

This identification, together with the above lemma, give rise to canonical homomor- 
phisms 

0: K,(d) -+ K&l- @ W). 

With minor and obvious modifications, all of the above remains valid if we introduce 
bundles into the picture. Thus, L*(M) gets replaced by L*(M, E), where E is a (Hermitian) 
vector bundle over M, t’(e) by L*(A?, I?), where E’ = x* E, and C,- (G x r$) by 
C:($ x rfi, i@J I?*), consisting of r-invariant, compactly supported mod I-, smooth 
kernels A such that 
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Let now 6: Cm@?, El+) + Cm@?, i-) be a I-invariant elliptic differential operator. As 

explained in Cl], 0’ is invertible modulo d = Ccm(fi x rG, i@ i*). More explicitly, one 
can lift almost local parametrices Q of D to r-invariant parametrices Q and 6, so that 
g,, = I - Q’& 5, = I - ~QEzYZ. From such a parametrix Q one can manufacture the 
idemootent 

The corresponding reduced class 

can be shown to be independent of the choice of the almost local parametrix Q. 

(5.2) Definition. The K-theoretical index of a I-invariant elliptic operator 0’ on d is the 
class: 

ind,c= @([R”])EK,(CT@W). 

We shall now show that, at the expense of replacing the algebra WM by the algebra 9; 
of all Hilbert Schmidt operators in L2(M), we can simplify the construction of 8,, by means 
of a Bore1 cross-section /I of x: i%? + M. Indeed, let /I be a bounded Bore1 cross-section, i.e., 

with #?(M) compact. We define a homomorphism t?p: & + CI’ @ 4p 2 by 

Given {Bi, Pi, Xi)i=l....,r as above, the following r x 1 matrix of multipliers of @I @ Y2 
implements the K-theory equivalence of the maps 8, and 0:: V = (Vj)j=,,.._,,, with 

5 = C,p(gij)@ lEi$‘, where (Er)i=r,...,, is a suitable Bore1 partition of M and gii E I is 
such that /I(X) = gij bj(X), VX E Ei n Bj * 

The higher r-indices of the elliptic operator 6 will be obtained by pairing ind,6 with 
cyclic cocycles on CT @ 3 constructed from group cocycles on I. We recall that the graded 
cohomology group H*(I) = H*(T, C) of I is by definition the graded homology group 
associated to the complex %?*( I: I-) = {U *(I ; r), d}, whose p-cochains are functions 
c: l-P+ l + @ satisfying the invariance condition 

c(g.g,, . . . , 9.gp) = c(g,, . . . ,9,), vg, go,. . . , gpd-, 

and with coboundary given by the formula 

Pfl 

(dc)(go, . . -9 gp+l) = izo (-l)i(gO, * * * 3 9i-19 gi+ll * * * 9 gp+lh 

Since we only deal with real or complex coefficients, the above complex can be replaced by 

the subcomplex %?:(T: I) (cf. [17]), where 

q:(I:r) = {cE~p(r:r);c(g~(Oj9 .,. . , grtpj) = sdwh,. . . , gp) v=S,+,), 

without altering the cohomology. 
Let c E Z,p( r: r) be a p-cocycle of the latter complex. According to [8], it defines a cyclic 

p-cocycle T, # tr, or abbreviated T_ on Q=T @ 9, via the formula 

tc(fO @ /lo,. . . ,f”@Aq = tr(‘40.. . AP) gag, Jg _ llo(so)f’(91) * * .f’(sp) 
P- 

x 4Lg19 9192,. . * 9 9192 * * * gp)9 
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where f”, . . . ,fP~Q=T and A”, . . . , AP~W. Note that this cocycle extends to CT @ Yz if 
p 2 1. The pairing theory developed in 183 turns this cyclic cocycle into an additive map 
[r,]: K,(@F @ W) + C. Explicitly, 

Cf,l(Cel - Cfl) = C(e, . . . , e) - Wt. . . ,f); 

here e,fare idempotent matrices with entries in (Cr @ a)- = the unital algebra obtained 
by adjoining the identity to @F @ 9, and Tc is the canonical extension oft, to (CT @ a)-. 

By definition, the (c, F)-index of 0’ is the number 

Znd,,,,,B = [f,](ind,B). 

It only depends on the cohomology class Cc] EH*(F) and is linear with respect to [cl. 
For the clarity of the ensuing discussion, it will be appropriate to recall in some detail 

the canonical identification of H*(F) with the cohomology of a K (r, 1 )-space. So let X be 

such a space and let 8”- X be its universal covering. Following [17], we denote by 

%* (d: I-) the complex whose p-cochains are F-invariant functions c : J?““- C. There is an 

obvious homomorphism Vx: V* (8: F) + Vi (x”), where U*(8) is the singular complex of 
8. Precisely, 

(G)(o) = c(4eo), . . . , de,)), Va:CP+ x, 

with (e,,. . . , e,) denoting the vertices for the standard simplex Cp c HP+ ‘. In fact, Vx 
maps %?* (if: I’) to the subcomplex %?F (8) of F-invariant singular cochains on 8. Since this 
latter subcomplex can be canonically identified with U*(X), we thus get a natural 
homomorphism Vx : V* (x’: F) 4 V*(X). As explained in [ 17, p. 2561, due to the fact that 
d is contractible, the map induced by V, on homology, ux: H, (g* (x’: F)) ---, H*(X), 
is an isomorphism. On the other hand, any r-equivariant map q: J? + F induces a 
homomorphism q*: H*(T) = H,(%*(F:T)) + H,(V*($:r)). This too is an isomor- 
phism (cf. [17, lot. cit.]), which moreover is independent of q. The composition 
I = vx 0 q* : H*(r) z H*(X) provides the canonical identifiation between the two graded 

cohomology groups. 

We now return to our F-principal bundle n;iA M. Starting with a group cocycle 
c E ZP( F : F), we can consruct an Alexander-Spanier p-cocycle & on M as follows. Fix an 
arbitrary cross-section 8: it4 -+ B. Let (x0, . . . , X~)E MP + ’ ; if there is a connected, open 
subset U of M, which admits a continuous local cross-section B,,: U + 0, such that 

(x0,. . . , xp) E Up + I, we define 

q%(xO,. - * ,x”) = 4B”(X0)lB(X0), * * * 9 B”(x’)/B(x’)); 

otherwise, we set (pc(xo, . . . , xp) = 0. Since c is F-invariant, the cochain cpc is well-defined. 

Moreover, since dc = 0, one has 6@, = 0. The Alexander-Spanier cocycle thus defined 

depends on the choice of the global cross-section /?. Its cohomology class, however, is 
independent of /I. As a matter of fact, the following strengthened statement holds. 

(5.3) LEMMA. Let 9: M + X be a continuous map to a K(T, 1 )-space. Zf [c] elf*(r), 
then [ &] E R*(M) corresponds to $* (I [c]) E H*(M) via the usual identification between the 
singular and the Alexander-Spanier cohomology. 

Proof Let Ki = **x’ * M be the pull-back of x’“- X. Consider as above, but this 

time for a + M, the complex %‘* (d: F) of F-invariant “straight” cochains on M, together 
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with its natural homomorphism to the singular complex of M, VDI: W* (A?: r) + C* (M). 
Evidently, one has 

v,+ = $*o v,, 

where $: a +x is the canonical lift of JI: M + X. Therefore, in view of the above 
discussion, if c E Zz( r : r) then 

+*(lccl) = (uY~JJ*~tf*)ccl 

for any r-equivariant map q: d + r. Given a cross-section 8: M --, A?, we can certainly 
choose q so that 

(&)(n) = T/fl(n(Z)), VZEQ. 

Thus, if U is a connected open subset of M admitting a continuous cross-section 
/I”: U + d, u: Zp + U is a singular p-simplex, and 5 denotes its r-invariant lift to fi, one 
has 

$c(g(elJ), * * . , de,)) = c(8”(a(e,))lB(a(e,)), . . . , Ba(~(ep))lB(4ep~)) 

= c(~(e0)lb(4e0N3. - . , (d(e,)lB(de,))) 

= 4(tt~~~(~(e0)b. . . , (rlo$l(d(e,))) 

= 

which is precisely our claim. 
We come now to the main 

formula for the higher r-indices 

hftPrl*c)(4 = tti* Ktl*c)(uh 

0 

result of this section, which provides a cohomological 
of a r-invariant elliptic operator. 

(5.4) THEOREM. Let M be a compdct smooth manifold, r a countable discrete group, 
ti + M a r-principal bundle over M and fi a r-invariant elliptic differential operator on a. 
For any group cocycle c E 2i4( r : r), one has 

Znd,, $ = 
(- l)dimM q! 

-(chap,(D)T(M)~*(rCcl), CT*W), 
(2@ (2q)! 

where J/z M + BT is the map classifying the covering a * M. 

Proof: For q = 0, this is the Atiyah-Singer L2-index theorem for covering spaces. Thus, 
we may assume that q > 0. 

Choose a Bore1 cross-section /I: M + 8, which is bounded and almost everywhere 
smooth, and use it to form the Alexander-Spanier cocycle &c2?gq( M) corresponding to 
c~Zz~(r: r). By Lemma (5.3), $*r [c] and [@,,I represent the same cohomology class 
(modulo canonical identifications). Thus, in view of Theorem (3.9), we are reduced to 
checking the equality 

Let 

be the difference idempotent constructed from a parametrix Q of D by the recipe explained 
before. Let 8: d + CT @I 2 2 be the homomorphism manufactured from the cross-section 
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/I. One has 

with p = 2q. It is convenient to change variables as follows: 

Yl 
One obtains 

=Ql,Yz=QlQ2,~..,Yp=Ql~-.Qp. 

W,,r,fi = c c(f,y,,. * * 
?I.... 1 YpEl- 

, ~,)~r(e,,(~)e,;,,(~). . . e~,!I,(av,,lu3~ 

= 
s Mp+, ,,..J) v,c(l’ yly* . * ’ Y,huwu%)~ YlB(X, Mh/9WJ2P(X2) * * . 

R(Y,- lB(x, - 11, v,Bb,)~Jb,B(~,), P(x,)Wl . . . dx,. 

Observe now that if &: U + h? is a smooth local cross-section, there exists precisely one 

element (rt,. . . , yp)eP’+ ’ such that @(x0), y,B(xl), . . . , ~,B(x,)_)E/~~(U)~+ ‘, and 
moreover, c( 1, yr, . . . , yP) = pPe(xo,. . . xp). From the construction of R, which is obtained 
by lifting a difference idempotent R on M supported around the diagonal in M x M, it 

follows immediately that 

Ind(, $ = 
I 

(Pc(xo, * . * ,x,)tr(R(xo,xl) . . . R(x,,x,))dx, . . . dx, 
M’+’ 

= IndvcD. cl 

(5.5) Remark. As we shall see in the next section, the above theorem plays a crucial role 
in our approach to the Novikov conjecture. It is thus worthwhile to sketch a different 
plausible route for proving it, which bypasses the Localized Index Theorem (3.9). Let V”‘g 
denote that flat bundle of left Cr-modules on M induced by the action of r on CT given by 
right multiplication. It defines an element [ Y“rg] EK,,(@~ @C?(M)), where the tensor 
product is the algebraic one. Now by [lO; Theorem 4.41 (or rather the even-case analogue), 
for any closed de Rham current C on M, of dimension 2q, one has 

(r, # c, I?“‘“]> = <C, $*(rCcl)>* (5.6) 

where c’ is the cyclic cocycle on C” (M) associated to the current C and the left hand side is 
defined by means of the pairing between cyclic cohomology and K-theory introduced in [8]. 
For C = ch, (D), the Chem character in K-homology, the right hand side of (5.6) coincides 
with the right hand side of the r-index formula (5.4). Regarding 0’ as the CT-operator Dy 
obtained from D by taking coefficients in the flat CT-bundle Y cl’g, the left hand side of (5.4) 
should then correspond to the result of pairing rc with the index (a la 
Mishchenko-Fomenko [27]) of D, in K, (CT) @ Q. However, since K,( Cr) is in general 
reduced to Z, this can only be expected to hold after Cr is replaced by CT @ W. 

$6. APPLICATION TO THE NOVIKOV CONJECTURE 

The applications of the Higher r-Index Theorem (5.4) to the Novikov conjecture and its 
circle of ideas depend on the identification of the “C*-completion” of the r-index, attached 
in the previous section to a r-invariant elliptic operator, as a C,*(T)-index in the sense of 
Mishchenko-Fomenko [27]. We begin, therefore, by establishing this fact. 
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As before, let fi + M be a r-principal bundle over the compact manifold M, and let 
D: Cm( fi, Z?+ ) + Cm(fi, E-) be a r-invariant elliptic differential operator. Letting r act 
by right translations on C:(r), the reduced C*-algebra of r, we can form the induced flat 
C: (I-)-vector bundle V = C:(r) x ,h? over M. Then D, or equivalently D: C ;r, (M, E + ) 
+ Cm(M,E-), gives rise to an elliptic C:(r)-operator, 9 = Z @ D: Cm(M, V ($3 E+) 

+ Cm (M, Y @ E- ), whose C: (r)-index, indcTcr)9, belongs to K,( CT (r)). 

(6.1) LEMMA. Let j: CT @ 92 + C:(r) @ X be the tensor product of the inclusion maps 
Q=r 4 C:(r) and W 4 X ( = the C*-algebra oj compact operalors on a separable injinite- 
dimensional Hilbert space). Denote by j K: K,(Q=r @ 9) -, K,(C:(r)) the induced h~momor- 
phism on K-t.heory. Then 

j, (ind,l)) = indc-frJ 9. 

Proof Let L2 (M, V @ E) denote the (left) Hilbert C: (l-)-module of L2-sections of the 
C,* (r)-vector bundle Y @ E. We shall identify C” (M, Y @I E) c L2 (M, Y 631 E) with 
P (G, c:(r) @ E”)‘, the space of r-invariant smooth sections of c,*(r) 8 E, where C,* (r) 
is the trivial C:(r)-bundle C,*(r) x M, C:(r) = n*(Q=:(r)) = C:(r) x h?, and r acts 
by right translations on C:(r) and trivially on E. With this identification, 9 becomes 
Z@,,D=the restriction of Z~~:Cm(~,~::(r)~~‘)_,COD(~,C:(r)~>-) to 
C” (M, C:(r) @ E+)r. Let Q be an almost local parametrix for D and let Q’ denote its 
canonical lift to a. Then 3 = Z 8 r Q’ is a C,* (r)-parametrix for 9, i.e. 9, = Z - 229 and 

9, = Z - 9.9 are compact Cf (r)-operators. One, therefore, has: 

indc-fr)Q = [9] - i F K >I , 
where 

8= 99 ( 9; Y,(Z + Y,)4 
z-9: > 

= Z&F. 
1 

Let us note that any smoothing C:( r)-operator 9 : C- m (a, c: (I-) @ @ + 
C”(~,C:(T)~~)‘isgivenbyakemelsection(f,9)~Y(~,~)~C:(T)~ Hom(E,,E,) 
(where C:(r) is identified with Endc.& v Cf (I-)) via the right multiplication), satisfying the 
r-invariance property: 

sp(gz,gy) = +~(z,j)+,, vgd-; 

here 6,(y) = 0 if y # g and 6,(g) = 1. 
Let us choose now a Borel, bounded, almost everywhere smooth cross-section j? for 

R: a + M. It yields an isomorphism of C:(r)-modules 

fl*:L2(M,V-@E)+L’(M,Q=:(r)@E) 

as follows: if u E C” (a, c:(r) @ E)r then 

(B*u)(x) = u(/%))EC:(r)@ E,, VXEM. 

Given an operator 9’ on L2(M, Y @ E), we set 

r(Y) = /?*090(/9*)- l. 

If 9’ is a smoothing operator as above, such that its kernel section is compactly supported 
modulo r, one can compute explicitly T( 9) as follows. Let UE C”‘(M) Y @ E) and 
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u = (/I*)- ‘Y; then 

(r(Y)c)(x)) = (Ya)(B(x)) = 
s 

a(J) * Y(B(x), 9)G 
ti 

= 
f 

M ;r n(gY) + Y(B(x), gJ)dY 

= ~~~~u(9)*s,-l*y(B(x),BP)dy 
s 

= M~~ru(y)*SB(y),Y*~~-l*9(8(X),g~)dy, 
s 

and after the substitution g = h*/I(y)/j one obtains 

(r(Y)a)(x) = Jr [M u(v)*&- I *y(m), W(Y)MJ. 

In particular, if Y = I @ rs, where sis the lift of an almost local smoothing operator 
S: C- “(M, E) + P(M, E), then its kernel section is of the form 

Y(3, y’) = 6,@ S(Z, jr), (2, j+iG x it?. 

Therefore, 

r(Y) = &r(g) 8 6,(Q 

where r(g) is the right translation by g E I on C:(I), i.e. r(Y) corresponds to O(g). Then 
r(P) corresponds to O(p), which implies that 

in&..(r)9 = indc-cr,r(9) =j,(ind,d). 0 

We now proceed to apply the previous results to the problem of the homotopy 
invariance of higher signatures. So let M be a compact, oriented, smooth manifold. For 
most of the discussion, we shall also assume that M is even-dimensional. Let JI: M + l?T be 
a continuous map to the classifying space of a countable discrete group I. We denote by 

Me-z M the pull-back, via $, of the universal covering ETABI’. By means of I- 

equivariant “algebraic surgery’* (cf. [26,29]), one associates to the r-principal bundle 

Mti * -M an a priori homotopy invariant, Mishchenko’s symmetric signature, 

o[M, $1 ELO(@T) = the Witt group of (equivalence classes of) non-singular, Hermitian 
forms over the ring with involution CT. The inclusionj: CT G C :(r) induces a homomor- 
phism jL: LO(CI’) -+ K,(C:(r)), since t’(C:(I’)) can be naturally identified with 

K,(C,*(I)). 
Now let D = d + d*: A+(M) 4 A-(M) be the signature operator on M*“, let o’* be its 

r-equivariant lift to it? and let ~9 * be the induced C:(T)-signature operator with 
coefficients in V” = C:(T) x rM. It is known that (see [24], [25], [26]) 

j,(cCM, $1) = in&(,)Q*. 

Applying Lemma (6.1), we obtain: 

(6.2) LEMMA. With the above notation, on& has 

jdind#) =j&CM, $I)~KO(C:(W 
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In particular, jK(indT6*) depends only on the oriented homotopy type of M. 

Combining this with Theorem (5.4) gives the following partial solution of Novikov’s 
conjecture. 

(6.j) PROPOSITION. Let N&.(r, C) be the subspace of H*(l-, C) consisting of all classes 

4 E H* (r, @) with rhe following property: there exists a cocycle c E Z: (r : r), with [c] = 5, 

such that [z,]:K,(@I’@9?)+@ extends to u map [?,]:K,(C:(r))+Q=, i.e. [?c]ojK = [r,]. 
Then the higher signatures 

Sign<(M, $) = <L(M)+*(W), WI>, t~HWX)7 

are in&rian!s of the oriented homotopy type of M. 

Proof Indeed, if c = [c] E Hzz( r, C), by Lemma (6.2) and Theorem (5.4), one has 

2” 
K(jL(bCM, $1)) = Indt,rjfie = -- ‘! < y(M)rjl*(4t))v [Ml>, 

(2zi)¶(2q)! 

where 9(M) is the stable Hirzebruch class of M (cf. [3, III], p. 577). The left hand side 
depends only on the homotopy type of M and the, right hand side is proportional to 

@n&M, J/). 0 
Thus, proving the Novikov conjecture amounts to showing that the “extendable” 

cohomology exhausts the entire cohomology ring of r. We shall see that this is the case 
when r is hyperbolic. But first, we need the following technical lemma. 

(6.4) LEMMA. Let r be a finitely generated discrete group, equipped with a word length 

function g I+ 19). Let ‘3 = %(Q=r @ 93’) be the closure under holomorphicfunctional calculus of 
a-092 in c:(r)mf. 

(i) If A E W, A = (aij) with aij~ C:(r), then 

where 

(C:(r) is regarded as a subspace of 12(r) in the usual way: a E C:(r) is identified with the 

function a(s,)dt(r)). 
(ii) Let r~Zf;(Cr) be a cyclic p-cocycle, wirh p 2 1, which is continuous with respect to 

the norm vlr for some kc N. Then T # tr EZ~;(Q=T @ 9) is continuous with respect to N, and 
extends to S’. 

Proof (i) We shall construct a subalgebra W of C,* (r) @ X, which contains @r @ W, is 
closed under holomorphic functional calculus (see [8], Chap. I, Appendix 3) and such that 
N,(A) < co for any AE~? and kElW. 

To this end, we let A, resp. D, be the (unbounded) operator in 1 2 ( IV), resp. I2 (r), defined 
by: 

Ad1 = jSj (jE.N), resp. 06, = lgl6, (gEr). 

Next, we consider the (unbounded) derivations a = adD of 9(1’(r)) and 2 = ad(D @ I) of 
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LY(Z*(r)@ r’(N)), and set: 

33 = {AEC:(~)~~~I((A)O(I~A) is bounded WCEN). 

First we claim that 9# contains CT @ 9% Indeed, if A = l(g) @ S, with g E I-, i. the left 

regular representation and SEW, then ~?(A)o(f @ A) = aL(,?(g)) @ SA; but both a”(Q)) 
and SA are bounded. 

Secondly, since ( TE C: (I-) @ X I To (I @ A) bounded > is evidently a left ideal, ~43 is a 
subalgebra, in fact a left ideal in 

am= n Domain 8‘. 
k20 

Now L%~ is stable under holomorphic functional calculus and, therefore, so are its left ideals. 
Finally, let us check that N,(A) c CO, VA E$?. As D6, = 0, one has 

=/ ’ 1 Iglkaij(g)sg 8 6i* 
(g.i)er x N 

Thus, there exists C < co such that 

therefore, 

1 l~12’laij(~)12 < Cj-‘; 
(g.i)er x N 

C 1 lC712klaij(~)12 < m, VkEN, 
i,jsN gsT 

which implies N,(A) -z co, V/cc N. 

(ii) We need to show that, VA’, . . . , A* E @r 8 a, 

I(r, # tr)(A’, . . . , AP)I < CO?lSt*Nk(z‘io). . . Nk(AP). 

But 

(T, # tr)(A’, . . . , AP) = 1 Tc(aE,i, * * * a&,,iO) 

io.i ,,..., i,EN 

and, since by hypothesis 

i7c(a~,i,9 * * * 9 $,.io)l s Comf’vk(a~,i~) - * * vk(“fp,i~)), 

the required estimate follows from the inequality 

1 
i,,i ,,..., ileN 

aE,il - . * ac,io 5 [Do ( iz, (4j)2)1’23 Vat 2 0, 

valid for p 2 1. cl 
We shall now apply the previous results to prove that Gromov’s hyperbolic groups 

satisfy the Novikov conjecture. For technical reasons, it will be convenient to work with a 
larger class of finitely generated groups, namely the groups r satisfying the following two 
conditions: 

(PC) (Polynomial Cohomology) f or any 5 EH* (r, C), there exists a representutiue 

c~Z:(r: r), [c] = <, which has polynomial growth (with respect to some word length 
finction gC*(gl,gEr); 
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(RD) (Rapid Decay) there exists kE N and C > 0 such that 

A finitely generated group I- which is hyperbolic (with respect to some word metric) 
enjoys both these properties. Indeed, according to a result of Gromov (c.f. [17], 8.31), any 
t E HP( r, C), with p # 1, can be represented by a bounded cocycle. On the other hand, the 
inequality lla\l I const . vz(u), VUE CT, has first been proved by U. Haagerup [20] for free 
groups, then by P. Jolissaint [23] for classical hyperbolic groups and recently it was 
extended by P. de la Harpe [21] to the general hyperbolic groups of Gromov. One 
advantage of working with the class of groups satisfying (PC) and (RD) is that it is closed 
under the direct product operation. 

(6.5) PROPOSITION. Let r be a finitely generated group satisfying (PC) and (RD). Then 

Hzx(r,c) = zf*(r,c). 

Proof Let c E Zz4(r: r) be a cocycle of polynomial growth. This means that there exist 
a constant B > 0 (depending on c) and an integer m 2 0 such that 

for all gl,. . . , gp E r, where p = 24. 
The following idea for estimating r,EZf;(CT) is due to Jolissaint [23]. Let 

j-o,. . . ,fP E CT and denote ~0’ =If”I,r$=Ifil(l+I*l)2m,i=1,...,p.Then 

Iw-09~ * . JP)I s ~“eog*,~gp= 1 cp0(s0)40%1) * . * (PP(sp) 

= BP(cp’*. * * *(pP*@)(l) 5 BPllfp’** . .*(pP*(p0112. 

Using now (RD), one obtains 

l~C(fo~ * ’ . Lf”)l 5 BPC4h(V’) * * . aPp)IIcool12 

= ~PCPVo(fo)h + m(f’) * . . Vk +m(fP). 

According to Lemma (6.4) (ii), ~~ # tr extends continuously to %. Since the inclusion 
% 4 C,*(T) 0 .W induces an identification of K,(W) with K,(C:(I’)) (cf. [8; Part I, Appendix 
3]), it follows that [c] E H&(T, C). El 

(6.6) THEOREM. Let r be a $nitely generated group satisfying (PC) and (RD), M a 
compact, oriented, smooth manifold, and II/: M --, BT a continuous map. Then all higher 
signatures Sign&M, I++), 5 E H* (I-, C) are oriented homotopy invariants. 

Proof: For M even-dimensional, the theorem follows from Proposltions (6.3) and 
(6.5). If M is odd-dimensional, one replaces JI: M + BT by + x I: M x S’ + BT x S’ 
= B(T x z). 0 

In the even-dimensional case, we can formulate a slightly more precise result, which 
extends the classical Hirzebruch Signature Theorem to higher I--cocycles. 

(6.7) THEOREM. With the above notation, assume in addition that M has even dimension 
2n. Let < = [c] E H2q( I’, C) with c E Ziq(r: r) ofpolynomial growth. Choose a representative 
H = H* E MI,(UIlr) for the Mishchenko symmetric signature a[ M, JI J E LO(@T) and let 
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Spec H c Ii3 - { 0) be its spectrum in the regular representation on 1’ (I-). Then the function of 
several complex variables 

F,(&, . . . , s&J = 7,((& - H)- ‘, . . . , (I.,, - H)- ‘), 

initially defined on a su#iciently small polydisc around the origin, admits an analyic extension 
to (@ - Spec H)2q + I. In particular, if 

e* =A 
I 

(A - H)- ‘dl (C’ = contour around R* n SpecH) 
C’ 

are the projections corresponding to the positive, resp. negative, part of H E 9’ (1 *(I-) @ UZ’), 
then one can define, by analytic continuation, 

7Je*, . . . , e*) = 
1 

(27ri)2q + l s Fc(&, . . . , 12,)dl, . . . dl,,. 
fc*j2,+ I 

The difference 

Sign,(H) = z,(e+, . . . , e+) - rc(e-,. . . ,e-) 

is an oriented homotopy invariant of M. Moreover, one has 

2” q! 
Signc(H) = (2ni)4(2q)! -- (Y(M)$*(dt)), [Ml>. 

Proof TO define F, for ISI small (as well as for 1j.j) sufficiently 
the polynomial growth of c~2,2q(r: I). The fact that F, extends 

_ 

large) one uses 
analytically to 

(C - SpecH)zq+ ’ is a consequence of Proposition (6.5) (or rather of its proof). Notice that 
Spec H remains the same when H is viewed in Mk (C,* (I-)), so that e * can also be regarded 
as elements of Mk (C,* (r)). As such, 

Ce+l - Ce-1 =h(aCM ~I)~&(C:(~))9 

by the very definition of the map jL. It follows from (6.2) that 

therefore, 

[e+] - [e-] =j,(indrl?), 

Sign,H = fJe+, . . . , e+) - i,(e-, . . . , e-) 

= CT,] (ind&) = Ind,, r,D+ 0 

Although we have taken a more direct route, our method does imply, for hyperbolic 
groups, Kasparov’s strengthened version of the Novikov conjecture (cf. [24], p. 192): 

(SNQ@o) The homomorphism /I: RK,(BT) 3 K, (CT (r)) is rationally injectire. 

(6.8) THEOREM. Kasparov’s Strong Novikov Conjecture (SNCsa o) holds for any finitely 
generated group r satisfying (PC) and (RD). 

Proof Since replacing P by r x B switches the parity of the K-groups, it suffices to treat 
the even case. We recall that BT can be realized as a locally compact, a-compact space, and 

that RK,,(BT) “z’ ’ zndlim { K,(X)( X compact, X c sr}. Furtermore, in terms of the 
Baum-Douglas realization [S] of the K-homology, the map /I can be desribed as follows 
(see also [4]). Let (M, F, +) be a topological Ke-cycle on BT, i.e., M is an even-dimensional 
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Spin’-manifold, F is a vector bundle over M and 9: M + BT a continuous map, and let D)F 
be the Dirac operator on M, with twisted coefficients in F. Then 

where ~~=I~~DF:C~(M,~~FFSS+)-, C”(M,Y@F @S-) with ^v=C:(T) 

x rJI*(Ef-). 
Assume now that /3($, [J&l) = 0, for some virtual bundle F. From (6.1), (6.3), (6.5) and 

(5.4) it follows that (ch,($,[&]), <) = 0, VCeH*(BT, Q), where ch,: K,(BT) + 
H,,(BT, Q) is the Chern character in K-homology [S]. Since ch, is a rational isomorphism, 
the statement follows. cl 

(6.9) Remark. According to a theorem of Gromov-Lawson [19], p compact manifold 
which admits a metric with sectional curvature K 5 0 cannot carry a non-flat metric with 
scalar curvature K 2 0. Combining Rosenberg’s results [30] with our Theorem (6.8) one 
obtains the following partial extension of the Gromov-Lawson theorem: 

No closed K( r, l)-manifold, with r hyperbolic, can admit a metric of positive scalar 
curvature. 
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